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comment

It’s extraordinary to think that this month marks a year
since millions of workers were told to forsake their
o ces and work exclusively from home. t the other
end of the scale, the facilities management sector
provided teams of essential workers to work on the
front line of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Both modes of working were the subject of much
discussion at this year’s Workplace Futures conference
(page 10) which acknowledged the ways FM rose to
the challenge over the past year in providing front line
services while continuing to support a widely dispersed
workforce. Encouragingly, there was an overriding
positive message that as we work to restart our
economy, FM has a real opportunity to help shape the
post pandemic landscape.
Something which resonated for me during the day was
that of the presentation on the partnership between Sodexo
and AstraZeneca during the pharmaceutical’s defining year.
The key benefit the FM provider brought to AZ in delivering a
safe and productive working environment was to “give time
back to the science”.
This is the very definition of outcome-based FM and
echoes the point made by Taff Farrell from VINCI in the
interview (page 36) on collaboration in FM. He points out
that the key to great collaboration begins with the facilities
management provider agreeing with clients, colleagues and
other stakeholders on the end purpose of an FM project.
Whether devising a COVID-secure toolkit to prepare a
workplace for safe reoccupation, ensuring a police force
maintains its data rooms to promote efficiency or employing
CAFM software and data analytics to monitor the wellbeing
of buildings, assets and people – FM is the means by which
organisations achieve their ultimate aims. That’s the reason
why, as the Futures conference concluded, the sector is in
the strongest position ever to be seen as a value add.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Want a free
ergonomic checklist
for your staff?
Home working is not yet a thing of the past and
many businesses are adopting flexible working
on a longer-term basis for the future!

Simply head to
www.durablefmj.co.uk
to download for free!
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normal’ in a way that reassures building users
without overstretching resources.
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LEGAL VIEW - COVID-19
VACCINATION IN THE WORKPLACE.
WHAT OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR
EMPLOYERS?
DEBBIE SADLER SENIOR ASSOCIATE ON THE
EMPLOYMENT TEAM AT BLASER MILLS LAW
Given the vaccination programme’s importance to the Government’s
COVID-19 response, some organisations may want to encourage
employees to get vaccinated in the belief that this will allow them to
return to work. However, the government has conﬁrmed that receiving
the vaccination will not be legally required, so can an employer force
workers to be vaccinated and, if so, what are the associated risks?
Can an employer enforce compulsory vaccination?
Companies have a legal obligation to protect workers’ health and
safety and provide a safe working environment. Many have spent
signiﬁcant resources on implementing government guidelines to meet
these obligations, and some may feel this involves ensuring staﬀ are
not placed at risk by working alongside colleagues who have not been
vaccinated. However, this is a sensitive area and employers that feel
strongly about requiring employees to obtain the vaccine must have a
compelling argument.
As vaccination is not compulsory, businesses have no statutory
obligation to vaccinate their workforce. They would, therefore, need to
justify the policy and keep a written record of their reasoning.
Even with a strong business case, enforced vaccination could be
challenged on legal grounds. For example, an employee could argue
that the policy was contrary to their human rights because it impacted
on their right to a private life; employers would need to ensure
compliance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 2018 and the
General Data Protection Regulations (‘GDPR’). Equally, if an employee
had an adverse reaction to the vaccine, they could bring a personal
injury claim against their employer for any lasting illness or injury.
For existing staﬀ, the terms of their agreement with the employer
are contained in their employment contract. Prior to the pandemic,
few contracts anticipated a medical emergency of this scale, meaning
few contain clauses dealing with workplace testing and vaccination.
The introduction of compulsory testing would, therefore, amount to a
change in terms and conditions. Staﬀ would need to be consulted on
the proposed change to their contract and would need to consent to it.
Do employers have the right to dismiss employees who refuse the
vaccine?
If an employer has the contractual right to require an employee to
get vaccinated and they refuse, the employee would technically be in
breach of contract. This could result in them being disciplined and
ultimately dismissed. However, employers should approach this with
caution because dismissing an employee for any reason is not without
legal risk.
Employees with more than two years’ continuous service have the
right not to be unfairly dismissed and it would be for the employer to
show why they had dismissed them, illustrating that the dismissal was
fair and reasonable.
What are the discrimination risks?
Dismissing or subjecting an employee to a detriment for refusing to be
vaccinated could lead to discrimination claims. Some employees may
be unwilling to receive the vaccine due to underlying health conditions.
If these medical conditions meet the deﬁnition of a disability under the
Equality Act 2010, taking any kind of action against them for refusing
to have the vaccine could result in claims of disability discrimination.
In addition, if an employee refuses to be vaccinated on the religious
or philosophical grounds and is sanctioned or dismissed because of
this, they could also bring discrimination claims.
Conclusion
The Government clearly believes mass vaccination is the surest way
out of the pandemic, so it is unsurprising that many companies want
to support and accommodate this policy as far as possible.
Employers can certainly encourage staﬀ to get vaccinated, however
care should be taken not to unduly pressurise or mislead staﬀ.
As always, the best advice is to consult and communicate with
staﬀ and to approach the subject of vaccination with caution and
understanding.
6
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WORKERS DISLIKE OF MONDAYS
AND FRIDAYS THREATENS POSTCOVID-19 DIVIDEND
New working practices mean workers will still split their
time between the office and home following their return
to the workplace later this year, however analysis by
global consultancy Advanced Workplace Associates
(AWA) has found that people want to work from home
on the same days – Mondays and Fridays – so that their
2-3 days in the office are all bunched together, which
threatens to undermine many of the benefits of a parttime working-from-home revolution prompted by the changes that the
COVID-19 pandemic has brought.
AWA has calculated that with smart working practices post-COVID-19,
office workers could cut their annual CO2 emissions by an average of 26
per cent, saving the UK a massive 10.5 million tonnes of CO2 a year, the
equivalent of seven million return flights from London to New York.
Andrew Mawson, Founder of AWA said: “Analysis we’ve conducted,
along with studies around the world, show that people will want to change
the way they work when this pandemic is over, coming into the office
on average just two or three days a week. However, we predict that with
their new-found flexibility almost everyone wants to go into the office on
the same days, avoiding Mondays and Fridays so they can ‘shoulder’ the
weekend. Unless leaders act to manage when people come into the office
and introduce flexible models of office working when they are in, then
offices will end up nearly empty for large stretches of the week.”
ADVANCED
WORKPLACE
ASSOCIATES

I DON'T LIKE MONDAYS (OR FRIDAYS)

Research: Advanced Workplace Associates

Founder: Andrew Mawson
Sustainability Lead: William Buller

BSC CALLS FOR TOUGHER
COVID-SECURE WORKPLACES
The British Safety Council is calling on both Government and the
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) to strengthen and enforce COVIDsecure workplace rules to protect workers.
Figures released by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) show
that COVID deaths are higher among low-paid and manual workers in
England and Wales, underlining the need for stronger COVID-secure
workplace rules to protect workers and for enforcement when rules
are broken in the workplace.
Almost 8,000 workers have died where it is believed that the cause
was directly due to COVID. Workers whose jobs involve regular
exposure to COVID-19 or working near others, continue to have
higher COVID-19 death rates. However, the British Safety Council
says “the HSE, the UK regulator responsible for workplace safety, has
not brought a single prosecution against an employer for breaking
COVID-19 rules, even though people clearly mix in workplaces, which
increases the potential to catch and transmit the virus”.
While HSE Inspectors always act in proportion to risk, the regulator
considers COVID-19 to be a “significant” rather than a “serious” risk,
which according to the British Safety Council is the nub of the issue
and “limits the toughness of its sanctions”.
The British Safety Council says “given we are amid an unprecedented
global pandemic that has resulted in thousands of workplace deaths,
the infection of multiple employees through work-related activities
with a potentially fatal disease seems instinctively to be a ‘serious’
health risk”.
The British Safety Council is calling on the HSE to treat COVID as a
“serious” risk to help prevent further workplace COVID deaths. Whilst
the safety body appreciates “this will impact HSE’s capacity to inspect
workplaces”, recognising the regulator has had a significant cut in
its funding and workforce in recent years, it is therefore, in tandem,
urging the Government to “provide the funding necessary for the HSE
to better protect workers during these unparalleled times”.
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Study ﬁnds air
puriﬁcation
systems can
reduce airborne
pathogens by
around 50%
Airborne pathogens in an
oﬃce environment can
be signiﬁcantly reduced
by the use of eﬀective
air puriﬁcation systems
according to a new study
undertaken by The
University of Lincoln.
The report, commissioned
by Intratek, providers of
some of the world leading
air puriﬁcation systems,
has found that the levels of
airborne micro-organisms
can be reduced by around 50
per cent with an eﬀective air
puriﬁcation system.
The independent
investigation into the
eﬃcacy of Intratek’s biocidal
air handling unit looked at
diﬀerences in the levels of
microbial growth between
treated and untreated air.
The University’s scientiﬁc
team found statisticallysigniﬁcant diﬀerences when
the air handling unit was
operational and concluded
that, on average, bacterial
counts dropped by half and
fungal counts reduced by
around two thirds when
the unit was in an oﬃce
location.
The report is of particular
signiﬁcance considering the
threat posed in the workplace
by airborne pathogens,
including respiratory viruses
such as COVID-19, although
reductions in viral particles
were not tested as part of the
University of Lincoln’s study.
The law requires employers
to ensure an adequate supply
of fresh air in the workplace
as well as good ventilation.
This, coupled with social
distancing and frequent
handwashing, are some of
the key measures employers
need to introduce if they
are to reduce the risk of
spreading Coronavirus in the
workplace.
Good ventilation reduces
the concentration of
pathogens in the air and
therefore reduces the risks
from airborne transmission.
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SECURITY TIPS TO PROTECT DATES FOR THE
FM DIARY
VACANT AND MINIMALLY
OCCUPIED BUILDINGS
12-14 JULY 2021
www.facilitiesshow.com

18-19 MARCH 2021
Smart Home Virtual
Virtual Event
www.smarthometechlive.co.uk

S

ecurity experts are alerting businesses and facilities managers to
ensure that vacant or minimally occupied buildings are kept safe
and secure in the wake of increased security threats as the pandemic
continues to seeing many people working from home.
Tim Isaac, Security Advisor at 14forty, the integrated facilities
management division of Compass Group UK & Ireland, said: “The
pandemic has brought the business-critical issue of premises security
to the fore. While we have seen a renewed community spirit in many
aspects of society, criminals, such as thieves, are taking advantage
of this national crisis, targeting locked-up properties or those where
occupancy levels are lower than usual. Implementing robust security
measures to protect premises is therefore more critical than ever.”
14forty has put together its top 10 tips for businesses looking to
bolster their security as the Coronavirus pandemic continues.

15-16 JUNE 2021

Top 10 Security Tips

IWFM Conference ‘Emerging Stronger’
Hybrid Event
www.iwfm.org.uk/iwfmconference.html

 Identify and adapt: Conduct, continually review and update risk
assessments based on new and evolving security threats. Update operating
procedures and action plans to suit.
 Update incident response procedures: Ensure procedures reflect the
changing working landscape and remote working. Test command, control
and communications capabilities.
 Regularly review security provisions: This will help benchmark contract
performance in the case of FM providers, as well as ensure technology is up
to date and secure against current threats.
 Implement phased return to work procedures and staffing: As the
government eases lockdown restrictions, some staff may need retraining in
aspects of their work or navigating security protocols.
 Train security staff: Significant developments in global threats mean
training requirements are different to five years ago. Ensure security staff
complete the Protect Duty and Action Counters Terrorism (ACT) Awareness
training packages to stay up to date and relevant.

Hotel Facilities Management Expo
ExCeL, London
www.hfmexpo.co.uk

28-29 JUNE 2021

The Facilities Management Forum
Hybrid Hilton Deansgate, Manchester
https://bit.ly/3jalnwX

13 SEPTEMBER 2021

15-16 SEPTEMBER 2021
Smart Home Expo
NEC, Birmingham
www.smarthometechlive.co.uk

22-23 SEPTEMBER 2021
RWM Resource Revolution
NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

05-07 OCTOBER 2021

 Audit and review access control systems: This will ensure both physical
and electronic security provisions are both up to date and conform to any
current legislation ensuring the site is safe and secure.

UK Construction Week Birmingham
NEC, Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com

 Protect building perimeters: This is critical to limiting and managing access
points, where criminals could enter properties. Lighting and CCTV can be
utilised more efficiently within a protected perimeter.

13-14 OCTOBER 2021

 Embrace CCTV: CCTV can monitor capacity in areas and allow operators
to judge COVID-19 safety measures, control access into buildings for
individuals or vehicles, as well as check building temperatures and alert fire
safety systems if there are any dangerous fluctuations.
 Employ security officers: Use them to regularly patrol buildings, inform and
educate employees on COVID-19 safety measures, conduct temperature
checks to reduce the risk of transmission and manage occupancy levels.
 Ensure that security measures are highly visible: Visible and vocal security
teams, cameras and signage is an additional deterrent factor and will help
to reassure returning employees.

Smart FM Forum
Virtual Event
https://bit.ly/36yHHv2

02-04 NOVEMBER 2021
The Cleaning Show 2021
ExCeL, London
https://cleaningshow.co.uk/london
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RESEARCH SHOWS VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION
FM MAKES TO THE ECONOMY
T

wo important
pieces of
Building Cost
Information
Service (BCIS)
construction data
illustrate how the
maintenance and
repair of buildings
Paul Bagust - Global Property
is a significant
Standards Director, RICS
contributor to
the wealth and wellbeing of the nation. This
highlights the central role played by FM in the
economy.
The BCIS Economic Significance of Maintenance
Report estimates the annual national expenditure
on maintenance work on a consistent basis, and
compares the results with the value of the stock
of buildings and works to be maintained and the
general level of national expenditure (GDP).
The estimates are compiled from a variety of
sources with adjustments made to show the
overall trends in maintenance expenditure.
Where possible, the information has been taken
from official sources – mainly departmental
reports from ONS. In some instances, BCIS have

produced estimates based on the combination of
information sources.
According to the reports, the BCIS estimates
that £66 billion was spent on maintenance in
2019. This represents nearly three per cent of
gross domestic product (GDP) according to BCIS
latest Economic Significance of Maintenance
Report.
For its part, the BCIS life cycle cost
benchmark (which helps to compare costs
and activities of components to support the
ongoing management of a property portfolio)
estimates that maintenance (fabric and services
maintenance and decorations) represents around
40 per cent of total facilities management costs
(maintenance, cleaning and utilities).
According to Building Running Costs Online (the
estimating expenditure tool which helps facility
managers and surveyors find maintenance and
operating costs), this would value the FM market
at around 7.5 per cent of UK GDP.
Said James Fiske, Global Director and Data and
Information Products at RICS: “The FM sector
is a significant contributor to the wealth and
wellbeing of the nation. It already contributes
significantly to GDP but the sector will also

continue to play a critical part in transitioning
our work spaces into safe and productive
environments – something that will have a
much wider impact on our economy over the
forthcoming months.”
Of the £66 billion maintenance expenditure,
£34 billion was spent on housing and £32 billion
on non-housing. At constant prices, this shows
an annual growth of 0.7 per cent in maintenance
spending in 2019, which is the seventh successive
annual increase; output having increased by over
18 per cent since 2012.
In 2019, the value of the gross capital stock of
building and works, at replacement cost, was
£6,448 billion. This suggests that spending on
maintenance represented just over one per cent
of the value, at replacement cost, of the stock of
the building and works maintained.
For more information visit: www.rics.org/uk/

LEAD US TO A BETTER TOMORROW

T

he British weather is quite like the
COVID-19 situation: following Boris
Johnson’s announcement of the
Government’s roadmap out of lockdown, the
dark blanket of clouds is starting to dissipate,
promising better times to come – times when
IWFM CEO, Linda Hausmanis
we can thrive in the sun again, surrounded by
the buzz of life and invigorated by the opportunity to begin again. However,
just like our unpredictable weather, the path to those brighter days remains
uncertain. But the sun is coming and when it does fully emerge, we will find
our profession presented with an extraordinary opportunity to lead the
charge for a fresh start.
In the past year, workplace and facilities managers have proven their
indispensable value through the outstanding service and crucial support
provided to communities, colleagues, organisations, infrastructure and
the economy during this unprecedented crisis. Their powerful influence is
recognised like never before and now, to borrow an IWFM value, they must be
‘confident and bold’ in helping organisations and the country to reimagine the
future.
A key part of this will be the future of the workplace – particularly for officebased workers. Research on the effects of the pandemic, including our own
time-series research (which we are about to update), has shown that the office,
whilst not dead, is no longer the hallowed summit for productivity. Thanks to
8
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our profession’s hard work in enabling a smooth transition to home-working,
eyes are now open to new possibilities and a future where work is no longer
a destination, but an activity which can be carried out with equal or greater
quality in multiple settings, including at home.
In short, the future for many of us will be hybrid working, but whilst we must
be ‘confident and bold’ in realising a new way of doing things, it is equally
important to make carefully considered, data-informed decisions that consider
the views of employees. We have heard of some organisations rushing their
people back to offices or rushing to shut offices and imposing home-working;
this simply will not do. Rather than impulsively veering to extremes, we must
listen, observe, learn and build a workplace strategy based on evidence.
You will hear more from IWFM on hybrid working in the coming weeks, so
watch this space. After that, we have World FM Day on 12 May, which we are
especially proud to support this year as its theme is ‘Standing tall beyond the
pandemic’. I hope you will join me in not only celebrating what our profession
has achieved, but in looking ahead at what we can go on to achieve.
Then on 13 September, IWFM Conference 2021 will guide, inform and lead
our profession on the theme of ‘Emerging stronger’ so that you are equipped
to exert your powerful influence and help us all to
‘build back better’. Tickets go on sale this month and
my sincere hope is that I will be able to see some of
you in person. Either way, better times are coming
and we will help you make the most of them.

Ask

about Chiller Service
& Maintenance
We can help you extend the
lifetime of your equipment.
We can provide rapid response
support you can rely on
anywhere, any time: 24/7/365.
Discover more at: solutions-me.co.uk/service
COOLING | HEATING | VENTILATION | CONTROLS
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WORKPLACE FUTURES 2021

BRAVE NEW WORLD
The 2021 Workplace Future Conference delivered a positive message that FM
is in an exceptional position to help shape the post pandemic working world

T

he first big FM conference of
the season marks a year since
Workplace Futures 2020, the last live
FM event before the pandemic hit.
Introducing the online conference,
Chair Martin Pickard said there was
never more important a time to share
what we’ve all learnt over the past
year, and poignantly, held a minute’s
silence for the front-line FM people
lost to COVID-19.
The overriding theme of the
conference however, was of positivity,
with a focus on how the sector can build
on its enhanced credibility and continue
to demonstrate the value FM adds
to client organisations and the wider
economy and society.
In his keynote address Simon
Titchener, CCO at ISS urged delegates to
stay flexible and embrace the uncertainty
that will continue to dog us all over the
coming months. He noted that while
working from home remains a hot topic,
employers need to understand that
collaborative work will still require an
office environment. The workplace has
been recast he said, as “any place and
not just four walls. It’s not a physical
asset but a bubble around an individual
to help them meet their goals.”
The most attractive employers will be
the most flexible he concluded and there
has never been a better opportunity for
FM companies to deliver this and help
drive client businesses forward.

FUTURE FORTUNES
In his overview of the economy coming
out of lockdown Ian Marson from EY
warned of an insolvency dam. Over 30
per cent of real estate firms issued a
profit warning last year and many will
struggle to continue once the furlough
scheme comes to an end. However, the
changes wrought by COVID have seen
the expectations of employees change,
which may benefit the FM sector in
the longer term, as clients draw on FM
expertise to help attract staff back into
offices.
The UK FM market will see a drop in
revenues of -5.8 per cent in 2020, as a
result of COVID-19 and will not return to
10
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2019 levels until 2022 said John Raspin
of Frost & Sullivan. More encouragingly
he predicted future steady growth,
fuelled by the convergence of digital
technology and services that enhance
organisational productivity and the
user experience. Partnership and the
co-creation of services are key. “It’s
tough to take on the future alone, which
is why collaboration will be extremely
important in the future."

majority of employees want to return to
work, with nearly a quarter (24 per cent)
opting to be in the office all of the time,
and 66 per cent preferring to alternate
between different places to work. 2020
she added, was a wake-up call in terms
of sustainability, moving it to the top of
the agenda and incorporating areas such
as health and wellness.
Baskar Sundaram of, consultancy &
strategy advisors Baachu advised we’re

The huge disruption in a shift to home
working brings an opportunity to change
how we look at property, argued Rob
Harris, Principal of Ramidus Consulting.
We need to move from building more to
building better, as operational resources
where customer needs are to the fore.
The real estate sector he said, needs to
be an agent of change in this; focusing
in the future on service, environment,
social justice and business performance.
Digital technology has advanced
exponentially over the past year and
Mark Miller, Workplace Technology
Strategist at Cisco believes technology
will be needed to support a very
dispersed workforce in the years to come
while supporting people going back
into work to be with their colleagues,
socialise and learn.

all reacting to the shock of COVID and
there are so many moving parts, the
whole market is in reaction. There are
seismic changes to come he believes
over the next 10 years, but, “how you
behaved in times of crisis” will stick in
people’s minds.
Following the pandemic said Peter
Ankerstjerne of Planon Group and IFMA
we must ensure we’ve sufficient business
continuity processes in place and
FMs need to embrace the new reality
of supporting home working, flexible
offices, and third places such as a coffee
shop or lounge, whichever makes more
sense for a person to work. Flexibility
is key to help build collaborative
ecosystems in the workplace using FM as
the facilitator.
The conference organisers delivered
an excellent case study. AstraZeneca’s
Head of FM Dan Rogers and Julie Ennis,
CEO Corporate Services for Sodexo
described the delivery of services to
AZ’s giant Macclesfield campus during
the development of the vaccine. Their
presentation was a great reminder
that the best FM helps organisations
achieve their overall objectives, which
in this case was giving science the right

OFFICE FUTURES
What of the future of the office amidst
all this disruption? It was comforting
to hear Marie Puybaraud, Global Head
of Research at JLL reassure us that the
crisis has given us a unique opportunity
to realign the workplace and pilot new
concepts to help create the future of
work. According to JLL research the

surroundings and services to meet their
goals.

SOCIETAL SERVICE
Simon Venn, Chief Government &
Strategy Officer for Mitie reflected on
the societal role FM has taken over the
last year, specifically in partnering with
traditional competitors to complete
in record times the Nightingale and
Dragons Heart hospitals and the creation
of hundreds of COVID 19 test centres. He
said: “I was so impressed in the way our
sector stepped up to help the nation.
The ability to rapidly adapt is a hallmark
of the FM sector and something we’ve
shown throughout this crisis.”
At the other end of the scale from Mitie,
Andrew Hulbert, Managing Director
of Pareto FM argued that SME’s have
shown they are best served to respond
quickly to customer demands in these
unprecedented circumstances. He
echoed other speaker’s praise for the
FM heroes who for “the entirety of the
pandemic went back into buildings to
clean, secure or checks assets”.
This thought was echoed by CEO of
CityFM Paul Bean who reflecting on the
ways his organisation met the challenges
of the last year, said: “this pandemic has
shown we can utilise technology better,
what works well, and what doesn’t and
the value of human contact.”
Summing up the day in her usual
incisive way, Lucy Jeynes of Larch
Consulting asked how FM can build on
the recognition it’s won in playing such a
key role in keeping the economy moving
and contribution of frontline workers?
“We know it’s a challenge so we need to
imagine the solution and lead not follow.
It’s no longer about plodding through
a contract, but leading clients in new
directions by adding value and upping
our game.”
If the sector manages to adopt just
some of the suggestions made at
Workplace Futures 2021 it will be in a
much stronger position to navigate the
post pandemic world.
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FROM THE FRONT

STAY ON COURSE

In the latest in our series which celebrates the contribution made by FMs working at the service front line,
Facilities Coordinator for NHS Property Services, Ana Maria Pinto describes how completing a demanding
apprenticeship programme has helped her manage her team of cleaners working at the NHS front-line

N

HS Property Services is a governmentowned organisation with one of the largest
portfolios of NHS estate in the UK. It comprises
more than 3,000 properties with 7,000 tenants
across England, has a total value of more than
£3 billion and represents about 10 per cent of the
total NHS estate - ranging from listed buildings
through to state-of-the-art integrated health
campuses.
Over the past year, NHSPS front-line staff have
gone through an incredibly challenging time.
Yet, despite the pandemic, Facilities Coordinator
for NHSPS Ana Maria Pinto has still managed to
complete the Level 3 Leadership and Management
NHSPS apprenticeship, which is designed to
support those within team leader / supervisor roles
who wish to develop their careers with further
professional qualifications and build on their
knowledge and confidence.
Pinto and her team of almost 70 domestic cleaning
staff are based in Leeds, responsible for the cleaning
and infection control of two major hospitals,
Skipton General Hospital and Withernsea Hospital
and around 40 clinical healthcare sites throughout
Yorkshire and Humber. Pinto, who completed
her apprenticeship with the outstanding grade of
distinction, explains: “I’d already worked for some
time within the cleaning industry as a team leader
or deputy manager before joining OCS in 2015. Prior
to transferring to NHSPS in December 2018, I was
working in OCS Group as a Deputy Manager. I had
started there as a Supervisor then moved into a
Deputy Manager role, so when I was TUPED over to
NHSPS I took the Facilities Coordinator role.
“When the course became available, I had a
discussion with my line manager where I told her
I’d like to gain more management and leadership
skills. She said it would be a very good course for
me because I wanted to hone my management skills
with my team.
“I joined the course excited by the prospect of
receiving a formal qualification in a subject that I
am passionate about – managing people. I began
my training at OCS, where I undertook Level 3
Leadership and Management for five months before
I moved to NHSPS.
“During the course I was surprised to learn about
all the different styles of management which has
really helped me develop my team. It has given me
a more in-depth knowledge on how to be a leader,
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how to manage my team and any issues between
them, and crucially, how to have those ‘difficult
conversations’.”

COVID-19 CHALLENGES
“The pandemic has been both a very challenging
but rewarding time. We’ve learned a lot together
and my team has showed a lot of resilience
throughout. At the beginning [of the pandemic]
there was some confusion about what was the best
training to give our domestics dealing with such an
unparalleled situation, but we came together as one
and ensured that everything went smoothly. Due to
the severity of the pandemic, our domestics were
understandably hugely concerned about safety. As

their manager, I did what I could to reassure them
and our clients that we could continue to deliver
the best service.
“I believe one of the keys to keeping our staff
morale up during these times has been the high
level of training and skills we’ve been able to offer.
This, combined with the right PPE, is fundamental
to helping them feel more at ease that the risks are
minimised because they have the best knowledge
and the right protection. We have reassured them
that they are as safe as we can make them, and
they’ve responded by showing us how resilient they
can be.
“More recently we took on some additional
agency staff as we’re now working on the
vaccination sites. During the pandemic, we’ve also
had to redeploy two members of staff who were
clinically vulnerable. But throughout the crisis,
if our staff were worried, or have any questions,
they know they can come to us and we are here for
them.”

Ana Maria Pinto has also worked hard to ensure
that despite the challenges of the pandemic,
training opportunities are still there for everyone
on her team.
She says: “There was a team leader who took the
same course as me as I thought that would be great
for her development. I’m always asking my staff
to take training opportunities as sometimes they
assume ‘I’m just a cleaner I don’t need it’. I think
it’s important to encourage them to do more for
themselves and take time to have conversations
with them on how best they can develop their
skills.”
One of such training opportunities is the internal
apprenticeship programme ‘Stepping Stones’.
This course is designed for those who are directly
impacting the NHS’ front line, including caretakers,
domestic assistants and receptionists. In the first
cohort, 16 people joined the Stepping Stones,
supporting those who pass a rigorous interview
process in ‘being the best they can be’. Stepping
Stones isn’t necessarily about progressing to
the next career level, so you don’t need to have
aspirations to become a manager in order to
complete the programme. It is an opportunity
to develop additional personal skills so that
you can be your best, or you may want to use it
as a ‘Stepping Stone’ to develop yourself for a
future role. The course focuses on confidence,
communication, customer service skills and
culminates in most achieving Level 2 in FM delivery.
“Because of the key role cleaners have played
during the COVID-19 crisis, people now recognise
what we do. My team are the first people on site
and they do work they are doing with a smile even
if, at the back of their minds they’re worried, about
going back home and putting their family at risk.
Our duty of care is to ensure we always show our
appreciation for what they do, and constantly
check they’re feeling as supported and protected as
possible.”
For the future, Pinto has just enrolled for a Level
4 in leadership and management qualification,
“because I know there’s always more I can learn.
I’ve been unable to see my parents back in
Portugal for over two years so I’m hoping when
travel restrictions are relaxed I can fit in a trip,
but meanwhile professionally, I want to grow and
develop within the company while continuing to do
what I can for my team.”

Secure the new
hygiene standard
with Tork Clean Care
for manufacturing

As a manufacturer, both your business and your people are under immense pressure.
It’s necessary to keep everyone safe and prevent downtime by supporting employees
in practicing proper hygiene in your facility.
As the leading global hygiene brand, we’re here to help. We believe, that knowledge
and the right tools provide the conditions for proper hygiene and cleaning practices.
We’ve put together our top recommendations and offers for hygiene and cleaning for
your manufacturing site to help you maintain a healthy and productive workspace and
keep your workers safe.

tork.co.uk/cleancaremanufacturing

Tork, an Essity brand
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COMPLIANCE

CHANGES TO RED DIESEL REGULATIONS:

ADVICE ON MAINTAINING CRITICAL ASSETS
ar ri ﬁths ea o usiness evelo ment at ler an llan
iscusses the im ortance o evaluating your assets in re aration or
u coming legislative re orm to re iesel

I

n the 2020 budget, the government
announced that many sectors will lose their
entitlement to use red diesel from April 2022. The
reforms support the UK’s bold environmental
commitments to improve air quality, champion
greener fuels, and achieve net zero carbon
emissions by 2050.
Facilities management businesses who use red
diesel for vital back-up power generation – while
saving 80 per cent, per litre on duty rates – must
now make plans to replace existing reserves with
alternative fuel options, such as white diesel, HVO (a
100 per cent renewable ‘drop in’ diesel substitute), or
even BioDiesel.

COMPLIANCE CROSSROADS FOR THE FM SECTOR
Without question, the mandatory changes,
resultant tax increase, and relatively short twoyear implementation window will place significant
pressure on already stretched facilities management
budgets. And in a sector where business continuity
is king, the far-reaching revisions leave no margin
for error. So how can FM providers balance
environmental responsibility with rising costs and
the risk of operational downtime?
The answer lies in a long-term view and recognition
that revamped red diesel rules are more than a
standalone fuel supply swap. They are a move
towards ecological accountability. Under ambitious
government climate change targets, protective
measures across air and water quality, biodiversity,
natural resources, and waste management will
continue to be enshrined in law.
The updated regulations are a turning point for
businesses, encouraging not only a hands-on review
of current assets, but also a high-level rethink of
ongoing efficiency and green credentials. Working
with an experienced environmental consultant will
help you tackle the immediate task of red diesel
replacement – and navigate your organisation’s
most productive and cost-effective route to lasting
compliance.
Enlisting expert support to shape your ideal
strategy, investment, and timeline will allow you
to manage the demands of eco-conscious working
practices.

DETERMINING YOUR GREEN OBJECTIVES
The replacement of red diesel involves a specialised
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sequence of tank cleaning, line flushing, and the
uplift of current stores to make way for onward
fuel. For FM providers, relied upon for round-theclock delivery of customer support services, the
success of the procedure – depends on a detailed
understanding of your operations, assets, and risk
profile.
As well as carrying out the complex fuel transfer
process, a qualified consultant can deliver a
comprehensive portfolio survey to ensure your
infrastructure is fit for purpose going forward. A
full estate inspection will identify structural and
functional weaknesses – linked to age, internal
corrosion, and exposure to the elements – that could
lead to service failures, pollution events, and punitive

fines under increasingly tough environmental laws. A
trusted partner will also discuss how improvements
to your fuel management and maintenance
programme could unlock long-range cost savings
and efficiencies.
As a first step, an environmental professional will
undertake a practical audit of assets to gauge their
condition, potential ecological hazards, and the
recommended plan for fuel uplift and fulfilment.
To ensure unfaltering operational continuity, fuel
replenishment for back-up generators is likely to
require a completely bespoke, phased methodology.
Following open dialogue and mutual agreement
of your most beneficial approach, skilled onsite
technicians – trained in the use of all fuel transfer
pumps, handling hazardous materials, and spill
response procedures – will implement diversion
systems and temporary fuel supplies to prevent
downtime and disruption.
Additional services will include full tank inspections
to identify signs of degradation, comprehensive
cleaning, and removal of red diesel dyes to prevent

In association with

penalties under new laws. Once tanks are degassed
and clear of residue, legacy fuel will be removed
and disposed of in line with current compliance
guidelines.
Tailored follow-up consultation will focus on top
line business aims and your organisation’s long-term
environmental risk reduction strategy, with every
element designed to prolong the life of your assets
and protect your company, clients, and the wider
community.

THE RIGHT ACTIONS, AT THE RIGHT TIME
Following a government consultation ending in
October 2020, the finer details of red diesel reforms
are yet to be revealed, but prudent operators will
take immediate – yet measured – action. By initiating
the planning process now, and aligning with a
commercially minded environmental specialist,
it is possible to intelligently spread investment
and mitigate the financial burden of building a
greener business. A professional consultant will
help you pinpoint and prioritise your most critical
environmental risks, while – crucially – setting
timescales for less urgent requirements, allowing you
to make meaningful changes at a manageable pace.
In the HM Treasury consultation document
presenting amended tax treatments of red diesel
and other rebated fuels, the government shares
its vision to ‘provide businesses with a much
stronger incentive to improve the energy efficiency
of their vehicles and machinery, look for more
environmentally friendly alternatives, or just use
less fuel’.
It also describes the updates as ‘a signal to
manufacturers to design and sell new alternatives’,
thereby creating a more competitive market and
consequently bringing down the price of these
‘alternatives’. While companies wait for green
fuel costs to fall, they should begin transforming
operations one compliant step at a time.
Readying your sites for the red diesel switch
and developing a deeper understanding of its
environmental risks and opportunities are sensible
places to start. Working with a single, proven
supplier who can guide you through the entire
process – from discovery to delivery – will ensure
you remain compliant, provide solid support to your
customers, and meet evolving expectations around
environmental responsibility.

re-opening
your business?

Our Coronavirus Deep Cleaning and Sanitising Service provides
peace of mind that your workplace is clean and virus free

Get in touch for a quote
01491 834 340
industrial@grundon.com
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FAST FACTS

BACK TO SCHOOL
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

With pupils set to go back to school on 8th March, there are a number of safety
measures schools need to implement to ensure the health and wellness of sta ,
students and school communities says Matthew Margetts, Director of Sales and
Marketing at Smarter Technologies
SAFER WATER

T

he first lockdown and closure
of schools brought on by the
Coronavirus pandemic forced
headteachers to re-examine school
safety standards. Now that a third
lockdown is here and schools have
been shut down for a second time,
the education sector needs to look
to facilities management expertise
on the benefits of smart technology
before children return to the school
environment. And with the everchanging variants of the COVID-19
virus, schools can’t afford to be “late
to class” when it comes to health and
safety.
Some schools in the US have been
using smart technologies for a while
to measure utility consumption and
efficiency, streamline maintenance and
enhance general school safety. These
technologies are playing a significant
role in keeping school buildings healthy
and preventing the spread of disease.
So, let’s take a look at how smart
technology can help schools to become
safer, as well as more energy-efficient
and cost-effective.

THERMAL DETECTION CAMERAS
Smart cameras placed at entry points
16
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of a school can remove the manual task
of temperature testing. These cameras
provide medically-accurate, real-time
temperatures of individuals in real-time.
Thermal cameras use infra-red (IR) to
read an object’s temperature. Every item
with a temperature above absolute zero
emits a certain amount of radiation. The
higher the temperature, the higher the
level of radiation.
If a high temperature is detected, the
software sends an instant alert to the
relevant party, who can then follow
the protocols in place. It can also be
set to deny access to those with high
temperatures or to people not wearing
masks.
In some cases, crowd scanning and
temperature-testing technology can be
incorporated into existing CCTV systems,
working alongside access control and
alerting solutions.
This technology brings a number
of benefits to an educational setting
by helping to create a safer, more
compliant environment, without
additional resources and by maintaining
social distancing. Smart thermal
cameras are safer, more accurate and
more cost-effective than having a person
use a handheld temperature gun.

As the Coronavirus continues to
sweep through the world’s population,
healthcare providers should also be
on heightened alert for Legionnaires’
disease, another potential cause of
pneumonia with similar symptoms.
Legionella are potentially deadly
bacteria that can infect a school’s
water supply and cause an outbreak
of Legionnaire’s disease. It’s a school’s
duty of care to prevent Legionella
infection by monitoring the risk of the
bacteria proliferating.
Particularly as schools reopen
and previously stagnant plumbing
and cooling systems return to use,
additional Legionella cases could
rear their ugly head to emergency
departments in the coming months.
Traces of Legionella were recently
found at a Worcestershire school. The
school was forced to remain shut while
treatment and testing took place.
The Health and Safety Executive
advises: “If your building was closed
or has reduced occupancy during the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak,
water system stagnation can occur
due to lack of use, increasing the risks
of Legionnaires’ disease… If the water
system is still used regularly, maintain
the appropriate measures to prevent
legionella growth.”
Typically, managing the risk of
Legionella includes running all outlets
for two minutes, taking and recording
the temperature of the water to ensure
that it’s not conducive to Legionella
growth. This is a time-consuming
process, which is why schools
are looking to automated water
temperature monitoring systems. This
smart system with automated flushing
and temperature testing reports and
records water temperature data in real
time. Instant alerts will notify relevant
staff if water temperatures fall within

“Legionella-friendly” parameters.

CLEANER AIR
We know that SARS-CoV-2 can be
transmitted through aerosols (particles
smaller than droplets that remain in
the air over time and distance). This
is especially dangerous in poorly
ventilated rooms, with the potential to
lead to “superspreading” events.
Without any ventilation, it takes
about four minutes for the number of
small droplets in the air to be halved.
With mechanical ventilation turned on
in a room, the number of respiratory
particles is halved in 1.4 minutes. If the
rooms also have doors and windows
open, the number of small droplets is
halved after 30 seconds.
Advisers say that improving air
filtration and ventilation in schools can
help mitigate the potential airborne
transmission of COVID-19.
Strategies include:
» Increasing outdoor air ventilation
» Filtering indoor air
» Using portable air cleaners with
HEPA filters
Smart building technologies such
as advanced HVAC controls can help
facilities managers promote cleaner
air with less hassle. For example, smart
HVAC systems use sensors to remotely
monitor and control variables such as:
» Humidity
» Temperature
» Indoor air quality
» The level of carbon dioxide and
other pollutants
This technology is also energy-efficient
and cost-effective. If any potentially
dangerous conditions are detected,
the system will send an instant alert to
the manager in charge, who can then
intervene immediately to adjust the air
quality settings. Even better, automated
adjustments can be put in place to
remove the need for any manual
intervention at all.
While these solutions may be key to
the reopening of schools in the era of
COVID-19, they also bring long-term
benefits. Although COVID-19 may have
accelerated the adoption of smart
technology, many of these solutions are
focused on health, wellness and security
in general; which have been needed in
school systems for a long time.

Introducing Pilkington SaniTise™, a world-first in glazing. Coated with a layer of titanium dioxide, the glass
provides antimicrobial properties. Tested by leading universities it helps protect against enveloped viruses.
Pilkington SaniTise™. For a healthier, cleaner, safer world.
For further information visit pilkington.co.uk/sanitise
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SOCIAL - BLOG
BLOG FROM THEO NICOLAOU, CO-FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR, SMARTSEC SOLUTIONS

 Kath Fontana FRICS @kathf48
New from #WBEF Facilities Management: The
state of the industry in five graphs
https://t.co/udyhIJyMYJ?amp=1
 Mark Eltringham https://www.linkedin.com/
in/mark-eltringham-2071804/
According to a peer reviewed study from
Stanford researchers, Zoom fatigue is a real
phenomenon and has a number of basic causes
https://t.co/iWtYqtBiUX?amp=1
 Osmond Ergonomics @OsmondGroup
Are you looking after your #eyes? Staring at a
#monitor or a long amount of time can damage
your eyes and could cause ‘digital eye’. To help
#prevent it use the 20-20-20 rule, after 20
minutes of using a screen look at an object 20
feet away for 20 seconds.
 Health and Safety Executive www.linkedin.
com/company/health-and-safety-executive/
HSE is carrying out spot checks and inspections
on businesses to check they have measures
in place to manage the risk from coronavirus.
Follow our top tips to help make your business
COVID-secure. For more guidance go to:
https://bit.ly/3lOkAlS
 @BSI_UK Guidance on safe working during
the COVID-19 pandemic has been updated and
adopted into a new international standard to
help protect workers and those they come in
to contact with from COVID 19: https://bit.
ly/3dOZXVb #bsistandards #workplacesafety
 Danielle Tonks www.linkedin.com/in/danielletonks-09197159/
The future workplace portfolio is changing, but
what should Real Estate leaders be focusing
on next? Our EMEA report details the key
objectives, which are interestingly already
being mirrored by our expert engineering
teams, working with our clients to leverage data
and improve existing buildings #RealEstate
#Workplace #FacilitiesManagement
 Workplace Futures @FM_Conference
We start now remembering those we have lost.
1 minute silence. #wpfut21
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EVERYTHING ON THE
LINE TO KEEP US SAFE

S

ince the start of the pandemic, a lot
has rightly been said about the role the
police, couriers, supermarket and NHS
staff have played in keeping us safe. However,
there remains little recognition when it comes
to front of house security officers who continue
to manage near-empty high-rise buildings under
extremely taxing conditions.
They are essential workers. Despite the new
strain of COVID-19 and the understandable
fear that goes with it, they continue to travel
into city centres, exposing themselves to great
risks to ensure others are kept safe. Though the
development of vaccines promises a return to
in-person interactions somewhere down the line,
we will be moving into a ‘new normal’ rather than
back to the pre-pandemic world we once knew.
Whilst it has clearly been the right thing to do, the
latest lockdown has been a dagger blow into the
heart of security officers who had hoped we were
edging our way closer to the end of what has
been a very dark and traumatic tunnel for them.
ONS figures published in summer 2020
revealed that UK male security officers are at
significant risk of dying from COVID-19. In fact,
male security officers have one of the highest
rates, with 45.7 deaths per 100,000. When you
consider that security officers are largely having
to travel to central London via bus or the London
Underground, it puts these figures into even
greater perspective. They are risking their health
and wellbeing, both physically and mentally,
to protect people, property, and businesses. All
whilst we stay in.
Transport into work has been a consistent
concern for our officers. At the start of the
pandemic in March 2020, our staff would drive
into London before 7am and leave after 6pm. This
meant they would avoid any congestion charges.
However, Transport for London raised the levy
in June and extended it to 10pm and weekends
costing drivers £15 a day.
You can understand, then, why mental health
has been waning. They are putting their health
on the line every day and then facing many new
challenges and responsibilities at work whilst
traditional office workers from their building
remain at home. There’s also the ongoing
concern about job security. Landlords are
slashing costs, and in the long run they worry
that home-working could wipe out a significant
portion of the security industry. We have seen
one client cut its floorspace from four floors
to one and it would not be a surprise to see
businesses move out of London to business parks
where parking isn’t an issue, rents and rates are
reasonable, and people come into the office once
or twice a week.
Once thriving with over 2,000 office-based
workers, the reality is that the large high-rise
buildings we manage are currently occupied by
just 30-40 people. Front of house officers gaze at
the large reception windows as one or two cars

Theo Nicolaou, Director, Smartsec Solutions
pass by every few minutes, and the sound of their
shoes echo eerily on the marble floors as they
walk through barren corridors without the noise
of other voices to drown it out. Loneliness is rife.
Mental health training is crucial to help
identify any early warning signs. It is absolutely
vital that regular officer check-ins continue – they
need reassurances much like the tenants of their
buildings. This is particularly important for lone
workers and officers on high-risk sites. It is a
much-needed figurative arm around them and a
welcome friendly face to talk to.
From the officer’s point of view, a great deal
of empathy is also required. These are times
of high stress and confusion for everyone,
particularly for other occupants who currently
scatter high-rise buildings. Their feelings must
be taken into account too. This can impact
their own behaviour. Some might become
aggressive and security officers must calmly
manage any situation which arises with a great
dose of understanding. People skills have
long been important in front of house but the
post-pandemic era will require a sensitivity and
empathy that goes beyond their traditional roles.
Front of house staff continue to work, putting
themselves at risk to keep the country running.
They have demonstrated incredible bravery and
competency in their roles. Now is the time to
invest in these staff. Developing new skills and
covering gaps in their current knowledge will
create a sector capable of dealing with whatever
the post-pandemic world throws at it.
It’s also important that the perception of the
security officer changes positively. Their work
has been brought to the fore as they provide a
reassuring presence across our largest cities.
Just as people are recognising how crucial
cleaning teams are to their continued safety
and overall business continuity, individuals and
businesses will appreciate the role security and
reception teams play in supporting them through
this challenging period. The industry’s position
as key workers should not be forgotten and it’s up
to us to make sure we rise to any other challenges
further down the road. We will continue to take
each day at a time. We will continue to learn from
this experience, and better ourselves personally
and professionally. And we will continue to do
whatever it takes to keep our team, our clients,
and their workforces safe.

MAKE MORE
OF YOUR
FLOOR
With more than 50 years experience in mat
production and innovation, Kleen-Tex provides
a wide range of products to reduce dirt and
moisture from entering your premises.
þ Keep dirt and moisture at bay
þ Reduce slip hazards
þ Cut cleaning costs
For more information:
+44 (0)1204 705070
info@kleen-tex.co.uk
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FM CLINIC

As we approach the
anniversary of the 2020
lockdown, news reports
suggest that Working
from bed (WFB) has grown
in popularity since the start
of the pandemic. What are
employers’ responsibilities
to ensure home based staff
observe safe, ergonomic working
habits to protect their health
and reduce the chances of
musculoskeletal disorders?

with information on how to
work safely in their home
environment. This could include
advice on taking regular screenbreaks, stepping away from their
workstations or recommending
stretching exercises. It should also
involve asking employees to carry out
a self-assessment of their workspace
and equipment or provide them with
guidance on how to do this correctly. If issues
are identified through that process, employers are
responsible for making sure they are rectified and that
employees can work at home in a safe and healthy way.

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
WORKPLACE SOLUTION PROVIDER’S VIEW
ANGELA LOVE,
DIRECTOR, ACTIVE
WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS

This could mean providing employees with office equipment
to use at home – anything from a mouse, a standalone keyboard
and wrist supporting mats, to a good office chair, a separate
monitor or cushions to provide lumbar support. There are lots
of flexible options available, like foldaway desks and chairs,
so employers can still provide the necessary support where
an employees’ space at home is limited. The key is to ensure
that all employees have the right equipment to be able to work
safely from home, and that employers make the same effort
as they would for office-based employees to reduce the risk of
musculoskeletal disorders.
We have seen much discourse that suggests one of the lasting
effects of the pandemic will be an increase in homeworking in the
future. Taking steps to understand and manage ergonomics in
the home now is likely to deliver longer-term value. 

In March 2020, millions of
people were suddenly forced
to work from home. For many,
they grabbed a notebook, a
pen, their laptop and charger,
and assumed it would be for a
few weeks. They coped with the
strange circumstances, setting
Angela Love
up temporary workspaces at
dining tables, perched on sofas
and for some, propped up in bed. Those emergency solutions,
ERGONOMIC EQUIPMENT PROVIDER’S VIEW
that didn’t account for ergonomic wellbeing in the short-term,
are a lot less suitable now that working from home has become
SAM RYLANDS, MARKETING MANAGER, DURABLE UK
more long-term than we ever expected.
There is no blame on employers for overlooking health and
One of the biggest challenges of the pandemic for many of us
safety considerations, especially given the speed at which
has been adapting to working from home. Whilst some
homeworking became the norm. The pandemic has
workers have been embracing the concept for
thrown up a host of challenges and it’s been difficult
years, the majority of UK workers don’t have a
for employers to keep up with the wellbeing
dedicated office space or desk in their homes
Under the Health and
needs of their teams. That said, it is important to
and have therefore found themselves
Safety at Work Act 1974,
recognise that the employer is responsible for
perched on the end of the kitchen table
employers are responsible for
the protection of the occupational health and
with the kids running round them, or
carrying out risk assessments on all
safety of their employees.
worse, craned over their laptop from their
Under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974,
sofa or bed.
of the work activities carried out by
employers are responsible for carrying out risk
Deep down, most home workers know
their employees – including
assessments on all of the work activities carried
that by working from the sofa or bed,
homeworkers.”
out by their employees – including homeworkers.
their posture is suffering, but do they truly
Angela Love
The current circumstances mean that it’s not
appreciate the impact of this on their longrealistic for a full risk assessment to happen in every
term health?
The Institute of Employment Studies Home
employee’s home, but that doesn’t absolve employers of
responsibility.
Wellbeing Survey reported that, in the first lockdown in the
At a minimum, employers should be providing homeworkers
UK, 58 per cent of people complained of new neck pain, 56 per
20
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cent of new shoulder pain and 55 per cent of new back
pain. The scary fact is that now, in lockdown three, with
the cold weather and general lockdown fatigue setting in,
these poor habits are only likely to have gotten worse.
For businesses the impact of this on resources can be
severe. In 2019/20, a staggering 8.8 million work days
were lost in the UK due to musculoskeletal disorders,
costing employers over £300 million.
FM’s can therefore play a vital role in protecting both
the wellbeing of their businesses and colleagues by
facilitating suitable home working processes which
minimise the health risks. There are two key parts to this:
 Advising their colleagues on the correct ways to set up
their working area, by applying the DSE assessment
concept and ensuring that this is clearly explained and
followed
 Providing products and solutions to support good
home working practices
Adapting the
DSE assessment
should be relatively
routine for most
FMs and suggesting
ergonomic monitor
mounts and chairs
may be obvious
solutions, but here
are three areas
you may not have
considered.
Sam Rylands
Lighting is an
often overlooked
element of home
working, but poor lighting affects our eyesight, sleep and
cognitive performance. Most homes aren’t wired (pardon
the pun) to have the same levels of lighting as an office,
which has a minimum legal requirement of 500 lux for
detailed work.
Staff should be advised to set up the working area
side-on to a window to get as much natural light as
possible and aim lights at the workspace to avoid glare on
the screen and illuminate the entire working area. Time
saving and organisational products are also useful to
recommend to staff, many of which will complement their
home décor, which will aid their productivity and help
them maintain their work-life balance.
Colourful table top Drawer Boxes help to keeps all files
and desk equipment in one place and are perfect for
fitting into any home office set up because they are light
and compact.
Most home workers are sharing their ‘office spaces’
with children and pets, so providing cable management
helps them to tidy the hundreds of trailing cables they
now have in their living room from their work equipment.
This reduces the impact on their home lives and therefore
encourages home workers to leave their home office
working area ‘set up’ at all times, decreasing the urge to
WFB. 

ERGONOMIC CONSULTANT’S VIEW
HANA GRAY, CEO OF THE OFFICE MANAGEMENT
GROUP AND ERGONOMIC CONSULTANT TO OBO
It's no surprise
that bad working
habits have started
to increase and
that working
from bed (WFB)
is becoming the
norm. In fact, for
many these poor
habits would have
been there from
the off, particularly
Hana Gray
in scenarios where
there is no choice
due to living arrangements and space other than to work
from a bed. It’s crucial now more than ever for employers
to ensure they are protecting their employees no matter
where they work from, including home, in the use of
equipment and promoting positive wellbeing to remove
the risk of stress and mental health issues as well as
reduce the risk of musculoskeletal disorders.
Employers have a duty in the UK under the HSE (Health
and Safety Executive) to protect their workers from
the health risks where working with “display screen
equipment” (DSE) is concerned, this equipment includes
PCs, laptops, tablets and mobile phones.
Now that we’re more or less all working from home,
and it seems set to continue for a duration of our working
weeks, it is key employers take responsibility and act to
ensure staff are protected against the risks. Too often,
we see people sat on their beds, at their dining table
complaining of neck ache, back ache, headaches and
more. Employers have very easy tools to use, including
training and checklists available from the HSE. Other
solutions could be to:
 Hold a virtual training session with a qualified assessor
 Share and encourage the completion of selfassessment forms
 Utilise software to do the above for you and get reports
back
 Set time in everyone’s diaries as a mandatory break or
to get up and move for 10 minutes twice a day (we’re
seeing this in more and more companies now)
 Mandate line manager check-ins, for a casual, virtual
coffee meeting with no business on the agenda
 Have a budget ready to support suitable equipment
such as a chair, footrest, keyboard and mouse
Being ergonomically sound isn’t too challenging, and the
benefits will far out way the negative impact we’ll soon
see and are already seeing by employees and children
hunched over laptops, iPads and desk set ups from home.
If you’re in a business that hasn’t yet addressed this, now
really is the time to do so. 
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LEGAL EXPERT’S VIEW

ERGONOMIST’S VIEW

KAREN HOLDEN, CEO OF A CITY LAW FIRM

SUKHI ASSEE, SENIOR ERGONOMIST AT FLOKK UK

The health and safety requirements
laid out by law, including the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974,
the Display Screen Equipment
Regulations, and the Provision
and Use of Work Equipment
Regulations, all continue to apply
when working from home. It is
important to note that these duties
cannot be delegated to employees.
These outline how an employee
should be set up to work safely.
Karen Holden
An employer must carry out
a risk assessment based on the
employee’s activities. This can
be done by the employee, but the employer will bear the ultimate
responsibility. This must be a comprehensive risk assessment and,
if there are children present, must include them. If an employee
does suffer an injury, and no risk assessment has been carried out,
there could be a personal injury claim against their employer, as the
employer may have breached its duty of care.
Some practical tips that help employers to mitigate risks, include:

Historically the guidance for homeworking was aimed at contracted
homeworkers. However, in the current climate of COVID-19, this
direction now covers the same duty of care to be bestowed upon
‘short-term’ homeworkers who are now having to work remotely due
to government guidelines.
The DSE guidelines for the provision of home safety have allowed
leadership to take control and demonstrate their own initiative. DSE
is the minimum requirement that should be carried out to protect the
maximum amount of people. When Ergonomist practitioners carry out
an assessment, a proactive and realistic approach is taken, as everyone
will have a different home setup and scenario, which will vary from
person to person and home to home.
The damaging effects on
musculoskeletal health
from ‘working-from-bed’
may not show immediate
signs, however, the
accumulation of working
incorrectly in unhealthy
postures can take its toll
months/years down the
line and potentially when
we return to the office.
When companies are
deciding what to do,
there should be a level of
moral support and care
when practices are being
reviewed and actioned. By this, I mean that companies do have a
moral responsibility to look after their workforce. The main element of
good ergonomic health is increased productivity. Failure to support an
employee will only be detrimental to the company.
Companies should be prioritising health and wellbeing and listening
to the needs of their workforce, now more than ever before. Workingfrom-bed maybe fun for a couple of hours, but the long-term effects
of working in a slumped posture can in return leave the body feeling
aches and strains.
General awareness should be given in cases where ergonomics is
being considered from a proactive standpoint. Studies have shown
that companies that considered ergonomics early, found fewer issues
with people complaining of discomfort, over companies who only get
involved at a reactive stage.
Physical ergonomics is paramount now more than ever. Workers
are more aware of their social surroundings and how they should
be working. Therefore, if they are willing to listen, learn and make
changes, why not do with the right level of information and guidance.
Providing employees with an image of the 'ideal' workstation will not
be appropriate for someone who is operating from the bed!
My main tip for anyone working from home is to ensure they are
moving! Sedentary lifestyles and static postures are what lead to
muscle fatigue and bodily strain. So, remember to move at least 3-4
times within an hour, for at least 30-60 seconds each time! 

 Ensuring up-to-date policies are in place and circulated to all. This
should include informing homeworking staff that they have health
and safety obligations even though they are at home, such as taking
reasonable care of their own health and safety and that of anyone
else who might be affected by their actions.
 Staff should also be informed not to give out personal details,
including their address to clients.
 Employers should ensure homeworkers have first aid provisions and
provide these if not.
 Employers should provide detailed channels of communication. This
should be used to encourage employers and employees to speak
freely to understand each other’s needs. This will likely improve
productivity and benefit all.
 Mental health issues shouldn’t be overlooked. It is important for line
managers to have regular talks with their staff to make sure they are
ok and provide support and assistance where they can.
 Employers should create and circulate informative documents such
as how to set up a home workspace or how to sit correctly. This could
form part of the above policies but could also be used to show that
the employer cares and is trying to offer support, or both.
Whilst there are no specific legal requirements relating to the provision
of equipment to a home working employee, it is however, strongly
recommended to provide relevant equipment to staff. Both employers
and employees will need to review their insurance policies to ensure
that any work equipment is covered. Using your own device policies
may be needed and clarification around data protection, cyber security
and confidentiality are essential.
In addition, disabled employees may be legally entitled to auxiliary
aids under the Equality Act 2020. Under this act, it is the employer’s
responsibility to source and pay for such aids.
Ultimately, we recommend robust policies setting out the employers’
requirements and guidance; carrying out a risk assessment to ensure
everything is set up and monitored regularly and for the employee
training. An open dialogue with the employer and accessible advice
means both parties are committed and invested in making working at
home productive and safe. 
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Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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DISINFECTION,

REIMAGINED

C

OVID-19 has turned the facilities management
sector on its head over the past year,
particularly when it comes to hygiene and
infection control. As a result, there’s been a
rapid and at times bewildering influx of new
disinfectant products onto the market.
For one UK company entering this space, the
goal was not just to jump on the bandwagon; but
rather to create a smart and sustainable solution
for infection control that would cut through the
noise, answer the challenges & needs experienced
by many organisations and deliver real results for
end users. Ramsol has been making a big impression
across a whole range of sectors, including facility
management, ever since.
“Like many companies, we knew we had something
to offer during this pandemic,” says Darren Hill,
Ramsol Category Manager for Quin Global, which is
based in Perth, Scotland, “but we were determined
not to jump in with two feet. We focused on
developing a highly effective formula with genuine
credibility, and an ultra-simple delivery system that
would make this level of hygiene sustainable for
facility managers in the long term.”

DISINFECTION WITHOUT DISRUPTION
Ramsol is a continuous mist spray disinfectant
system that’s proven effective against viruses and
bacteria, and designed to offer optimal convenience
in use.
Supplied in a pressurised canister with no
propellant, Ramsol is completely non-flammable
and requires no external power supply. This makes it
ideal for covering large areas and tricky spaces alike,

with no leads to cause a trip hazard and no need to
recharge. The formula is alcohol free, so it can be
used on soft surfaces, and it’s food safe too, helping
can facilities management firms to streamline both
processes and inventory.
As well as practicality, another of Ramsol’s
advantages is its convenience. There’s zero setup
time and minimal training required for users – a
major plus for FM companies as they strive to train up
new employees in response to growing demand, and
achieve consistent standards with workforces that
are often spread over a wide geographical area.
Ramsol’s simplicity removes much of the potential
for human error associated with manual cleaning.
The 20-micron spray mist delivers excellent
surface coverage with no need to wipe down after
application, and dries quickly. Unlike other sprayed
technologies, Ramsol’s spray mist falls out of
suspension within seconds and dries in less than 10
minutes, eliminating lengthy exclusion times that
can impact heavily on operational activities.

FRONT LINE INFECTION CONTROL
While some FM companies have had a quiet year due
to lockdown, those operating in essential sectors like
healthcare, food processing and manufacturing have
faced a steep learning curve in terms of meeting the
infection control needs of their customers.
Hygiene in these settings is a massive priority
since these companies have both a moral and an
operational requirement to protect their staff and
their customers against infection.
It’s also complex, because ramped-up hygiene
protocols must be safe and practical as well

as effective – they must not unduly hinder
operational capacity, and they have to be safe for
use in environments where chemicals, flame, food
processing and other high-risk elements are in play.
Facility management companies with big contracts
in health and other public sector settings have the
biggest responsibility of all, being part of the front
line of defence against SARS-CoV-2.

FUTURE SUSTAINABILITY
A year ago, facility management firms simply
responded as best they could to a rapidly evolving
situation – but 12 months on, says Hill, many are reevaluating their disinfection strategies with an eye on
the long-term future.
He says: “Ultimately, Ramsol can help facilities
management firms to bridge the gap between
available human resources and an exponentiallygrowing need. Sustainability is key – the hygiene
protocols that emerged in response to Covid are
going to be around for a long time, so facility
management firms need solutions that are easily
to implement and sustain. We believe that’s where
Ramsol really comes into its own.”
For facilities management firms looking to make
their infection control strategy more convenient
and sustainable in the long
term – and especially for
those seeking to win new
business or break into new
sectors where gold-standard
hygiene is a high priority –
switching to Ramsol could
be a real feather in their cap.

 For more information on how Ramsol can support your business visit www.ramsol.co.uk
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DATA
DRIVEN

Mark Scott, Head of Managed Services at Keysource tells
Sara Bean why taking an FM approach to managing data
centres brought huge beneﬁts to a major city Police Service

T

he COVID -19 crisis has led
organisations to look at ways
of managing a dispersed workforce
remotely, while equipping buildings
with the technology needed to monitor
capacity and maintain social distancing.
As a result, the role of data centres in
looking after IT systems is more important
than ever. Data centres need to offer a
highly secure and scalable infrastructure
to house critical IT systems, ensuring
technology resilience is maintained
and the information contained is fully
protected.
But aside from housing and managing
the data, says Mark Scott, Head of Managed
Services at data centre specialist Keysource,
there are huge benefits in using a multi-
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skilled and highly trained workforce to help
run these centres. “Where we add value, is
that along with an IT ‘Smart hands ’ service,
which is traditionally run by an IT provider
– we are also able to provide the facilities
management capability. In addition, we
complete the service requirement by bringing
in other skills such as health and safety,
construction and commercial as a one stop
shop.”
Scott and his team have been working
closely with a major city police force for over
five years. The force’s critical IT systems
support services such as emergency service
communications which handle an average
of 6,000 emergency 999 and 15,000 nonemergency calls every day.
Keysource was engaged initially to manage

the force’s two critical data centres as part
of its strategic transformation programme,
but have gone on to support the evaluation,
design, and delivery for several additional
IT and technical requirements. The force’s
traditional IT estate was located in four
data centres, strategically placed around a
major city and before Keysource took over
they’d moved to two data centres further
afield which, as was common, were designed
for way more space and power than they
needed.
Says Scott: “I’ve worked globally in data
centres, and every single one you walk into,
when you overlay the service requirement
to the capability and operation, there is so
much that can be improved. With our service
and support, we have worked effortlessly
as one team, building on our credibility to
improve security and availability, reduce
cost & risk, and significantly influence their
sustainability credentials.”
Aside from the tech knowhow says Scott,
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relationship building is an important part of
a supplier/client success, which is why, when
he joined Keysource he developed the skill
sets of the team to take a problem solving,
customer facing approach.
“In my team, when we are interviewing
for different roles, someone may apply for a
specific role, but we are more interested in
what they enjoy doing and what they don’t.
This is because, being a multi-skilled team,
we can offer varied roles which results in
people who feel good about what they do
and invariably do a better job.
“Our goal with our people is to help
them find that niche job, as they’ll grow
into certain areas and be happy to come
to work because they enjoy what they
do. As a result, of the 22 people in the
team and the four seconded we have
insignificant sick and attrition rates
as our people are happy to come to
work.”

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
One of the key challenges of running
a data centre is in ensuring business
continuity. This includes managing the
amount of power it can draw on to maintain
resilience. A recent report, Mission Critical:
Power resilience, competitiveness and
sustainability in European Data Centres;
found that more than half (55 per cent) of
those surveyed expressed at least some
concern about the capabilities of their local
grid and energy infrastructure’s ability to
meet current energy demand.
Energy management is one of the reasons
why a data centre’s PUE (Power Usage
Efficiency) is so critical, not only to reduce
energy costs but help ensure data resilience.

CASE STUDY

PUE is an international standard that
measures the ratio of the energy
used by the IT equipment to the
energy used by the entire data
centre.
Explains Scott: “You want to
get the PUE number as low as
you possibly can, and while
five years ago datacentres
were running at a PUE of up
to 7.0, they’re now running
at around 1.5. This means

Energy management is
one of the reasons why a data
centre’s PUE (Power Usage
ciency is so critical, not only
to reduce energy costs but
help ensure data
resilience.

“This resulted in our carrying out a
range of projects with them and winning
an additional contract to manage their
technical equipment rooms.”

SERVICE DELIVERY

older data centres may not be that efficient.”
The relationship with the Police Service
began with a Smart Hands technical support
service for online support. But explains Scott:
“When I realised our client had a dispersed
infrastructure, many in old stations, I wanted
to try and understand more about what they
had in place and offer them a service to help
streamline the rest of their estate.

Scott and his team visited hundreds of data
centre rooms, where he found that a lot of
IT was turned on that was not actually being
used any more but was still drawing on
cooling and power.
He says: “There were approximately 800
data centre rooms in about 400 buildings and
over many years people had been operating
in uncontrolled environments; for instance
putting in IT to run a project and leaving it
there at the end. They were even using some
as storerooms and drying coats in there
during the winter. The Police Service have
other high priorities so we were happy to
help them in understanding IT and risk.”
He explains they presented three
alternatives for the equipment in a neglected
IT environment:
✔ If it isn’t required, decommission it, thereby
saving power and space and creating much
needed capacity for the Police Officers
✔ If it is required, transition it on to the cloud
or into one on the customer’s secure and well
managed datacentres
✔ If the IT and service was required to remain
on site, help them create an efficient secure
and modular environment as part of an
overall renovation project.
He explains: “We’re very much aimed at
delivering what is best for our customer. We
are not trying to sell them the latest gadgets
or services that may not be aligned to their
strategy, we are interested in advising and
MARCH 2021
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he ma or city police force
outsources to a number of key
suppliers for its I services, and as its
datacentre managed service supplier,
Scott and his team regularly sit down
with all the suppliers in a one team’
initiative to work collaboratively.
assisting them to develop their strategy to
have the maximum effect on what matters
most, the officers on the street.
“Consequently, over the past couple of
years we have delivered many varied services
from decommissioning to cleaning, to health
and safety audits and remediation. We have
sat with them in commercial negotiations
so that they do not fall into the same traps
as previously, we have looked at their total
building strategy and worked with the
properties department regularly. This means
we are adding value across a large spectrum
of their business.”
The major city police force outsources to
a number of key suppliers for its IT services,
and as its datacentre managed service
supplier, Scott and his team regularly sit
down with all the suppliers in a ‘one team’
initiative to work collaboratively.
Says Scott: “Pre-COVID , we’d sit in amongst
the customer and key IT people within the
organisation and what we found was we
could add a lot of value in helping to fill gaps
between the different contracts they had
with these suppliers. Where they weren’t
covered for a particular service within the
existing contract, we could help and more
importantly, with our varied reach and agile
nature, we could quickly resolve problems
and provide resource and knowhow to
reduce others pain.
“We are a small but very significant team
who work using a lean methodology so can
start adding value by quickly plugging gaps
to help move their projects forward. We have
built credibility with our can-do attitude and
will-do culture and demonstrated our value
to the wider departments.”
All the key external IT suppliers are subject
to an incentive programme, and every
quarter, are scored by the customer and
26
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the other suppliers on their performance.
Keysource has regularly and consistently
scored highly which is no mean feat.
According to Scott, he is delighted to receive
regular, informal feedback, on his teams and
company culture, and was proud to say that,
for every member of his team, “it’s as if we
work for the customer, as part of their team”.

SAFE AND SECURE
Since lockdown, Keysource’s people have
remained available, working across the sites
to monitor and manage the IT services within
datacentres and other IT environments. Most
are working in bubbles, or on their own to
help ensure social distancing, and there is a
range of COVID provisions in place, including
the use of PPE and regular temperature
checks.
Says Scott: “My people are aware that their
safety is paramount and if they don’t feel
safe we won’t send them, but as their work
is mission critical we’ve sourced a couple
more vans so they don’t need to use public
transport. We are also trialling ‘man-down’
digital products because they are lone
working. These work like smart watches, so
if someone falls over, we’ll know, and we can
track where they are.”
As a globally experienced data centre
consultant, Scott predicts that the impact of
the pandemic on data management could
be far reaching. For instance, pre-COVID ,
when customers wanted to make changes to
remote sites, they would traditionally send a
team out to carry out a survey, then another
to install the power etc.
He says: “For some time we’ve been trying
to gather and utilise the data to ensure that
people don’t need to keep going back and
forth, but instead use the existing data to

prep at their
desk and then go
and do the job once.
COVID -19 has forced people
to learn to trust in the data.
“We know what’s going on in those [data]
rooms, and we can convince our clients of
that now. It also means we’re able to start
looking at the wider aspect of gathering data.
For instance, in police stations you can start

to use digital control measures to insure
against overcrowding and make sure social
distancing is in place by using technology
such as remote sensors on doors, locks over
IP and the latest camera technology.
“This way we can monitor how many
people are in what areas to stay safe and
efficient; especially for the general public
who may just turn up at a police station.”
He concludes: “Data is already the most
important component for us to do our work
in ensuring that the officers on the street are
technically enabled and safe. We use it to
reduce service risk, remove health and safety
issues and save much needed money for our
customer, so now when the data we provide
is aligned to all those things it’s a winning
combination.”

www.asckey.com
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MADE SIMPLE
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been providing specialised software
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Applications can be used independently,
integrated with each other or third-party
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FOCUS

CAFM

OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGE

CAFM continues to help FMs meet the challenge of COVID, while the data produced
can be harnessed for the future monitoring and wellbeing of buildings, assets and
people. The experts tell us how
PAUL BULLARD
BUSINESS STRATEGY DIRECTOR, FSI
In March 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic became
a frightening reality as lockdowns became
prevalent across the world. The CAFM industry
went into overdrive, with vendors repackaging
their products as safety essentials that would
help bring organisations back to their workplace.
Many of these solutions addressed the
situation - with temperature screening, cleaning
schedules, and socially distanced space
planning. While these all provided immediate
solutions for a workplace, as time moves on
businesses are beginning to look at using smart
and sustainable technology to enhance their
facilities services.
Driving this requirement is a desire from the
industry to make use of data to make automated
decisions. With such a raft of information
available, we must ensure that we are using
the data to add real value to the operation.
Enormous volumes of data are collated in
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CAFM systems, but the usage has traditionally
been retrospective reporting or perhaps some
dashboard rationalizing various KPIs. While
these can look very attractive the content is
always looking back, never forwards.
Artificial intelligence has been a hot topic to
discuss in recent years, however, there is still
much scepticism in terms of the effort and
investment required to achieve the desired
results. This can be overcome by identifying
realistic outcomes and focussing on simple
achievable use cases that deliver value to either
the customer experience or in terms of reducing
costs. By identifying key pieces of data and
applying some basic algorithms we can do some
very simple things that can dramatically alter our
operational delivery.
For example, when a CAFM system is initially
set-up it is usual to set estimated time and cost
values against planned maintenance activities,
such as the servicing of a chiller. As time moves
on, the maintenance activity will be regularly

carried out on the chiller and from the mobile
workforce team employed we can collate
accurate time data on the time taken by the
engineers who carry out the work. So, if we had
estimated a planned maintenance task takes
eight hours, it may transpire it has never taken
longer than four hours. The CAFM system can
be configured to automatically update these
estimated times to better resemble the actual
time taken.
Now resource planners can prepare for a job
that takes four hours and not eight and have
recovered significant time. When we consider the
volume of tasks that are planned daily, we have
a great opportunity to dramatically increase the
efficiency of our workforce.
Next, we can think about the ways that our
CAFM system informs and escalates around the
contractual Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
We may take a Priority 1 call, relating to a major
fault on a particular piece of plant. The CAFM
may be set up to provide a warning as we come
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close to the four-hour fix time limit, perhaps
an escalation is sent to the contract manager
with one hour to go so that they can jump on
the situation.
In reality, we can be much smarter about
this. The historical data can tell us that, of
the last 10 times that this type of asset had
this fault, the engineers have been unable
to fix the problem in less than three hours.
Being aware of this information significantly
changes how we view the SLA as unless we
start work on the problem within the first
hour of the fault being reported we will most
certainly fail to meet the target.
Similarly, a call is logged for a particular
building on a Tuesday, and it’s raining which
through a coincidental sequence of events
has previously resulted in the attending
engineer being unable to gain access to the
premises. With this data to hand, the visit can
be pre-empted, and the situation avoided. If
a specific part or tool is often required when
a particular task is reported the system can
learn from this recurrent data and ensure
that the attending engineer is provided with
it before their visit, dramatically increasing
our first fix performance.
For the future, my recommendation for
facilities management is to proceed with
caution. Across all industries, we have seen
enormous artificial intelligence projects
falter due to being unrealistic in their size
and implementation as they were too broad
in scope and definition. By being smart and
focused with our data we can create great
improvements In FM delivery and provide an
enhanced level of service to our customers.
Taking small measured steps, filtering out the
unimportant data, and identifying value is
fundamental in the delivery, and subsequent
use, of successful data analytics.

STEVE MCGREGOR
GROUP MD AT DMA GROUP

CAFM
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across multiple sites relies on this as the
delivery.
future workplace transforms.
Mirroring most service-based industries,
FM has not escaped the increasing pressure
Intelligent data
to deliver more for less. And this is where
Across all organisations, large or small, there
technology will achieve the biggest
is one commonality that links us all; the need
transformation. As a CAFM user for 20+
for greater efficiency and transparency when
years, and fed up with the compromises
managing data. In the building maintenance
of using proprietary CAFM systems, we
space, handheld technology with apps that
set about building our own. Appointing a
integrate with and connect the entire supply
CTO, investing £1 million and three years
chain puts the customer and engineer in
later, DMA has created its own proprietary
direct contact. Data is then instantly shared
system, BiO. This free to use service
between parties, and information can be
management system for our
accessed anytime, anywhere and on any
customers is anticipated to
device.
overtake outdated CAFM
FMs need this vital information
systems in the future.
at their fingertips whenever
One of the benefits
By being smart and focused with our
and wherever they are. And as
of smart tech, and
data we can create great improvements
tech-savvy millennials join the
the transparency
In FM delivery and provide an enhanced
workforce, intuitively competent
that comes with
level of service to our customers. Taking small
with technology, they are going
it, is customers
to want and expect this level of
are getting exactly
measured steps, ﬁltering out the unimportant
transparent access.
what they pay
data, and identifying value is fundamental
Historically, even the simplest of
for. Automating
in the delivery, and subsequent use, of
tasks required FMs to make contact
processes that offer
successful data analytics.”
several times with service personnel.
customers more
Booking an engineer for example, would
efficiency, flexibility and
involve multiple phone calls between the
choice when it comes to
two parties, not to mention all the phone
how they engage and manage
tennis tracking each other down.
their service provider(s) or inhouse
Technology in the FM sector is heading
FM teams is also a bonus. Digitalising the
towards that of the logistics industry. Driven
supply chain will enable customers to get
by the popularity of internet shopping,
closer to their service providers and the
logistics companies have re-engineered their
person who actually delivers the service.
entire business to deliver goods even on the
It will also promote best practice and
same day. Gone are the times of waiting in
consistency across independent service
all day for your parcels. In the engineering
providers.
world, we will soon release ‘smart
For FMs relying upon legacy CAFM
scheduling’ that will automate job planning
solutions, systems integration is crucial for
for our engineers and even ‘buy-as-you-go’
the future workplace. Talk to your service
options too. In other words, cut out the
provider about the steps they are taking
middleman and give customers the freedom
to better integrate and ‘talk to’ other FM
to use and view services independently
systems to ensure that data is accurate and
online.
readily available. Leading on compliance

– Paul Bullard

As organisations prepare to open their
workplace doors post-lockdown, the new
work-from-home status quo is driving
business leaders to evaluate their corporate
real estate footprint. Can we deliver the
same, if not better service from satellite or
co-working locations? What investments
must be made to ensure operations aren’t
impacted by hybrid or blended work models?
While a proportion of companies may opt
to downsize, the redistribution of space to
regionalised ‘hubs’ seems to be paraded
as the most suitable option for many. The
stark reality being that each building will
likely require different levels and types of
occupancy, service delivery and control.
Easing this new pinch-point for FMs
managing multiple suburban locations, a
few disruptive suppliers have developed
new cloud technology to begin ‘Uber-ising’
MARCH 2021
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This increased data-led mentality
has allowed BIM to grow in popularity.
Without a CAFM system the data would be
overwhelming and unusable, but specialist
CAFM vendors will work with their clients to
extract what’s relevant. This includes details
of every asset and system installed, saving
FMs hours in populating an asset register from
scratch. This data can be combined with 2D
/ 3D BIM models as well as the existing data
in the CAFM software to provide unparalleled
insight into the whole site. From this FMs are
GARY WATKINS
able to gain accurate measurements of any
CEO OF SERVICE WORKS GLOBAL
area without a site visit, find out the materials
used in the floors and walls, and even view
Without data, decisions are just opinions. As FMs
hidden systems like wiring and HVAC to avoid
avoid the race to the bottom with increasing
damage during maintenance or renovation.
competition and high customer expectations,
On receiving a work order, the engineer
data-driven decision making can make the
can check the BIM model on their phone to
difference and deliver a significant operational
see the asset’s location, be informed of any
advantage. Since the pandemic began sites
access restrictions like a required permit or
have become more difficult to run due to social
an enclosed space, and also view asset data
distancing, remote teams and potentially
such as service history, warranty details,
furloughed staff; data is the valuable resource
parts and serial numbers. This level of insight
to keep sites running. CAFM plays a key role in
comes into its own in maintaining service
this, with improved reporting cited as its
during the pandemic, helping reduce
main benefit, just behind improved FM
travel and improving first time
efficiency according to the FM Tech
fix rates at a time when the
Survey from SWG in partnership
FM team may be working
with FMJ.
Without data, decisions are just
with reduced capacity and
As CAFM evolves to keep
opinions. As FMs avoid the race to the
under social distancing
pace with requirements,
measures.
it’s easier than ever
bottom with increasing competition
As businesses plan for
not only to capture the
and high customer expectations, datalockdown easing and
information but also
employees returning to
analyse it. This can be
driven decision making can make the
work, many are looking
done through customisable
di erence and deliver a signiﬁcant
to space management
on-screen dashboards
operational advantage.”
modules within CAFM
showing live data such as
software to plan social
deadlines, costs and workload
– Gary Watkins
distancing, create shift patterns to
across the team, or downloaded
reduce footfall, and manage cleaning.
to MS Excel or Power BI for further drill
This goes beyond just visual layout planning
down and trend identification. And, FMs don’t
and puts in place safeguards to help stem
need to be a whizz in these programmes as
the spread of COVID-19. For example, CAFM
some CAFM vendors, like SWG, will create the
can produce a list of employees who were
templates so the user needs only select the date
working on a day when COVID symptoms
range or filters.
were identified at the workplace, so they
Integration of CAFM with other systems for
can be contacted and self-isolate pending
data sharing is a common way to improve
negative test results. Cleaners can be notified
data accuracy and improve efficiency. Where
to perform a deep clean of the area, which
respondents of the FM Tech Survey 2020
can also be scheduled after each shift-rotation
reported their CAFM saved them money, 83 per
to prevent cross-contamination.
cent had integrated it with at least one other
Without data, these actions become much
system. BMS integration is the most common,
more challenging and arduous, and lead to
leading to automation of some common tasks.
a less safe and stable workplace. Decisions
When the BMS identifies a problem, it can
based on hard data are more compelling for
report it to the CAFM software which in turn will
senior management sign off, giving the team
automatically create a work order and dispatch
more leverage when it comes to doing what
it to the most suitable operatives. This means a
they know best.
problem can be remedied before it causes the
asset to break, costing less money and time
OLIVER SPIRES
than performing a full repair. It also means if
PRODUCT SPECIALIST FOR IDOX’S CAFM
there’s less resource for visual inspections, or
EXPLORER
even nobody on site during a lockdown, there’s
less danger of damage going unnoticed and
Over the last year CAFM systems have
preventing the normal functioning of the site.
become ever more important to facilities

Automation is helping to ensure business
remains as efficient as possible in the ‘new
normal’. Minimising the number of people
involved in the simplest of business processes is
critical, even after a pandemic. That said, under
the right circumstances, that human touch will
always be important for service businesses, of
course, but automated technologies will enable
service providers to deliver great customer
service at increasingly lower costs and who
wouldn’t want that?
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managers dealing with changes in their
estates planning. Incorporating additional
cleaning, reduced occupancy levels, rotas and
staggered entry and exit times are just some
of the challenges that are now part of the dayto-day, while also maximising the potential
of spaces.
As we start the gradual return to
workplaces, social distancing remains a
key priority to keep people safe. CAFM
software can be configured to allow staff to
book resources, desks, or meeting spaces
before travelling to the office. Systems
administrators can easily turn on or off spaces
available to book, offering piece of mind,
ensuring sufficient space is maintained and
supporting other policies such as staggered
start and finish times. Crucially, ‘check-in
and check-out’ capability can provide details
on where and when staff have been within
facilities, supporting government guidance.
It can also provide data on space occupancy.
You can also drill into the data to understand
how frequently particular facilities are used to
maximise efficiency.
In the current environment, by having
access to CAFM analytics about all aspects of
your facilities, such as work order response
times, allows for more proactive planned
maintenance and associated costs can be
more accurately budgeted for to ensure
tighter control. Risk assessments and
action checklists can be set up for teams
carrying out work to answer a defined list of
questions, capturing essential and auditable
data for reporting adherence to government
guidelines.
With home working still the case for many
office workers, CAFM can help keep track of
IT equipment allocation. For those on site,
it can track new equipment that has been
purchased to support safety in the workplace
– screens, automatic hand sanitising units,
temperature gauges and air quality monitors.
Software will support efficient management
of stock, giving real-time analysis and full
details of stock, and supplier information and
levels for automatically triggering restocking.
For example, ensuring your business has
optimum supplies of hand sanitiser, face
masks and other PPE. It integrates with your
help desk to allocate stock to both reactive
and planned work orders, improving your
efficiency and preventing overspend.
Using data and analytics from your CAFM
system can help to plan and draw insights
about any aspect of your facilities to make
better informed decisions, plan ahead and
increase operational success. With this kind of
tool, you can design and maintain dashboards
of your information for powerful business
intelligence and easier reporting, pulling your
most important data to the surface, ensuring
you can put strategies in place to tackle the
coming months.

Understanding that
you’re unique is what
makes us different.
Ostara brings clarity and innovation to the often complex
world of maintenance and facilities management.
The Ostara CAFM System was designed by FM professionals with
extensive experience of managing the maintenance of some of the
UK’s largest blue-chip companies. Ostara was developed to improve
the quality of your FM/maintenance activity, improve financial controls,
reduce costs and ensure that your buildings are compliant and safe.

Ostara’s functionality includes:
� Helpdesk and work order
management

� Compliance and health and
safety

� PPM planning tool

� Extensive Reporting Suite with
real time reporting

� Contractor performance
management

� Mobile App with offline
functionality

� Invoice validation and
financial management

� Asset Management

� Auditing

� Internal resource management

Let’s talk. Contact us on:
+44(0)844 880 2582
info@ostarasystems.com
www.ostarasystems.com

The Ostara system is intentionally flexible
acknowledging that no two clients have
the same requirements. Ostara prides
itself on being a market leader in
innovation and customer service.

FOCUS

CYBERSECURITY

HOME GUARD
Insecure connections and unpatched software risk compromising company
data. uta urinaviciute hief echnology O cer at NordVPN eams discusses
the main home o ce network risks for business

O

ver three quarters (85 per cent)
of Chief Information Security
Officers (CISOs) admit having sacrificed
cybersecurity in an effort to enable
employees to work remotely when the
pandemic hit. According to the 2020
Remote Work from Home Cybersecurity
report 84 per cent of the workforce
are planning to continue to work from
home after lockdown and at least half
of business leaders will allow them to
do so. For cyber criminals, this means a
larger array of potential targets, and for
cybersecurity specialists a much wider
surface area to protect.
The rapid shift to home offices and the
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changing working environment has taken its
toll on cyber protection. According to a study
by IBM, 45 per cent of employees admit having
received no new training before going remote,
making it easier for cyber criminals to attempt
a data breach and compromise valuable
information.
With more employees working remotely,
more devices are connected outside of the
secured corporate network. That means
corporations no longer have control over the
infrastructure their staff use for work. People
may work on their personal computers,
neglect digital security requirements,
connect through unsecured Wi-Fi hotspots
and therefore grant bad actors’ access to the

internal business networks. And if you had 3,000
employees before, now you have 3,000 sites to
look after.
Cybersecurity risks posed by remote work can
be classified in three key areas: people, places,
and technology. To prevent cyber threats, each
of them has to be addressed in every home
office. Below are the five of the most vulnerable
areas to evaluate when setting up a safe and
protected network connection for home
working.

FIVE WEAK CYBERSECURITY
LINKS OF THE HOME OFFICE
 Multiple personal devices. Every internetconnected gadget is a potential hazard as
hackers can utilise its vulnerabilities to gain
access to personal or business networks.
At home, employees may use a variety of
electronic devices for work purposes: they
could check workplace chats on phones,
write emails on personal tablets, and access
cloud services on a laptop. And even if the
latter has sufficient protection, the former
two may lack security layers needed to
establish a completely secure connection.
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When the workforce moves to their home
offices, enterprises should provide them
with all the working equipment needed. If
that’s impossible, predetermined security
policies governing the use of personal
devices for work purposes should be
implemented. One of the imperatives
for workers should be constant patching
of their devices. Hackers are constantly
on the hunt for software vulnerabilities,
whereas vendors are trying to fix those
bugs as soon as possible. However, if the
end users fail to update their devices,
exposures remain, and all it takes is one
click or an opened file for cyber criminals
to gain access. With a compromised
device they are able to reach sensitive
data on the corporate network.
 Insecure infrastructure. Employees
access data on company servers and the
cloud using their insufficiently secured
home networks. Even if enterprises
demand staff to use virtual private
networks (VPN) for a secure gateway,
they are incapable of solving hardwarerelated issues. Consider Wi-Fi routers,
for example: even if the connection is
secured with a strong SSID password,
the access to the router’s settings might
be protected by a simple ‘admin’ parole
alone. Also, domestic devices are usually
protected by weaker protocols, such as
WEP instead of WPA2/3, thus hackers can
get their hands on the network traffic
easier. The shortest password allowed on
WPA2 protocol is eight characters, yet it
should be 14-15 characters long to defend
the network against brute force guessing.
Most devices come with predefined eightcharacter alphanumeric passwords which
are easy to hack.
 Increased data-sharing. Working on-site,
employees share important data over
the intranet and other internal network
structures. Now all the information
travels through the public internet with
malicious actors around, increasing the
risk of exposure. Cyber criminals can
utilise numerous weak spots that appear
along the way from the end user to the
company servers. Employees share
most important (or even confidential)
information through emails and phones

CYBERSECURITY

without being aware of it, and this calls
for a secure digital perimeter. Workers
should be encouraged to use VPN
services and share files only through
secured channels. Many businesses
now rely on cloud-based solutions;
however, they should also be warned
that hackers leveraged increasing
remote workloads and performed
7.5 million external attacks on cloud
accounts in Q2 of 2020. To mitigate the
risks brought on by the increased online
traffic, enterprises should implement
zero trust privileges. This means that a
user is granted access privileges for one
particular task and they last only for the
time needed to complete it. Therefore,
if hackers compromise the credentials,
they wouldn’t do much harm as they
could only access a small fraction of
sensitive data.
 Susceptibility to social engineering.
The 2020 Data Breach Investigations
Report by Verizon finds that almost a
third of the data breaches incorporated
social engineering techniques. While
antivirus software, firewalls or VPNs
can take care of your infrastructure,
they cannot be installed on the human
brain and prevent social engineering
attempts. Hackers forge emails from
other institutions or impersonate
colleagues (even the CEOs!) to get
employees to open the corrupted file
or click on a malicious link. At home,
there’s no one to consult with and the
load of digital information is bigger,
thus people fall victim to these scams
more frequently.
Cyber criminals
tend to trigger
certain behaviours
and emotions to
encourage the victim
to act: consider,
for instance, ‘the
urge’, which is
characteristic of most
social engineering
methods.

FOCUS

event of data breach, it is harder to act
immediately, as security experts cannot
stop all cyber-attacks remotely. This can
lead to devastating consequences. A
report from Kaspersky on data breaches
in the US shows that a data breach costs
$28K if dealt with immediately, and $105K
if undetected for more than a week.
Some of the breaches might go unnoticed
for a long time, with ransomware gathering a
company’s data, or malware compromising
internal networks. On the other hand,
sometimes an ongoing attack can be
indicated by newly appearing programs
which were not deliberately installed by the
user. In some cases, the computer slows
down, strange pop-ups flood the screen,
or the user loses control of the mouse or
keyboard. If any of these signs appear,
employees should immediately inform the
security team.
COVID-19 has set a new baseline for
effective and secure remote work and many
cybersecurity leaders have adapted to a
‘new normal’. Now it’s time to involve each
employee in building an organization’s
digital resilience and creating business value.
Even if a company plans to move back to
the office as soon as possible, WFH policy
should remain intact. The investments
made in these turbulent times, and the
lessons learned, will contribute to lasting
cyber resilience. Both IT professionals and
employees have had a final rehearsal in
shifting to the workplace of the future.

 Complicated IT
support. In offices,
the cybersecurity
team and IT
support are always
at hand, so they
can fix a problem
immediately. Remote
employees also
require IT support,
especially when
considering the
security measures,
they should take. Yet
logistical challenges
prevent the IT team
from always being
present. In the
MARCH 2021
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CYBERSECURITY

SECURE STANDARD
David oodfellow, UK usiness ssurance Manager at V S D advises that adopting the leading
security standard ISO/I 2 001 can help ensure FMs avoid damaging cybersecurity breaches

T

he prevalence of cyberattacks and data
breaches is making companies increasingly
concerned about the protection of data when it
comes to the provision of facilities management.
For example, organisations with critical
infrastructure like airports, public utilities and
public authorities must keep data protection at
the forefront when engaging building automation
services. As the control of building’s facilities
becomes smarter, with the increased use of
tech such as energy saving solutions and real
time monitoring, it also creates large amounts
of sensitive data. Breaches of such data could
compromise security, potentially resulting in
significant financial damage and reputational
harm.
An effective information security management
system (ISMS) can help enterprises of all sizes
defend themselves against cyberattacks and other
malicious data breaches that could have serious
legal or business continuity implications.
ISO/IEC 27001 is the leading international
standard for information security management. It
provides a practical framework for the development
and implementation of an effective ISMS to protect
against the root cause of information-security
risks. This is achieved by offering a well-established
methodology for prioritising assets and risks,
evaluating controls and developing remediation
plans. Its scope is intended to cover all types of
information, regardless of its form, which can
include digitised data, documents, drawings,
photographs, electronic communications and
transmissions, and recordings.
Organisations that achieve ISO/IEC 27001
certification can reduce overall information security
risks by protecting themselves against cyberattacks
and preventing unwanted access to sensitive or
confidential information. ISO/IEC 27001 simplifies
compliance with applicable security regulations
and requirements, and helps organisations foster an
organisation-wide security culture.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
Certification to ISO/IEC 27001 can represent an
important step in an organisation’s efforts to protect
its IT infrastructure, as it strengthens its ability
to protect itself against cyberattacks and helps
prevent unwanted access to sensitive or confidential
information.
Organisations that certify their ISMS to the
requirements of ISO/IEC 27001 gain a number
of important benefits. For example, an ISO/IEC
27001-certified ISMS can help an organisation meet
the legal and regulatory requirements applicable in
many countries, as well as customers’ contractual
34
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requirements.
ISO/IEC 27001 also provides a formal, systematic
approach to information security, as it increases
the level of protection of sensitive and confidential
information. This can result in a reduction in overall
business risk and help to mitigate consequences
when breaches actually occur. By protecting
information confidentiality and ensuring the
integrity of business data and IT systems availability,
disruptions to critical processes and the financial
losses associated with a security breach are
minimised.
Rather than being seen as a cost to the
organisation, ISO/IEC certification can actually lower
the total costs of IT security by reducing the risk
of security breaches and the costly consequences
associated with data breaches, such as financial
damage and reputational harm. Likewise, ISO/
IEC 27001 certification demonstrates a strong
commitment to the security of confidential
information and can deliver a significant
marketplace advantage, as stakeholders and
customers will be confident that you are maintaining
the highest information security standards.
Furthermore, an increasing number of companies
only work with suppliers that have implemented an
ISO/IEC 27001 certified ISMS.

STEPS TO CERTIFICATION
Implementing an ISMS according to the
requirements of ISO/IEC 27001, and obtaining
certification includes a number of specific steps.
Of course, not all ISMS implementation efforts are
identical, since individual organisations will have
unique issues to address, and vary in their degree
of system readiness. However, the following steps
apply to most organisations, regardless of their
industry or level of preparedness:
 Obtain management commitment
The successful implementation of any
management system, including an ISMS,
requires a commitment from leadership at the
highest level of the organisation. Without such
a commitment, other business priorities will
inevitably erode implementation efforts.
 Define the information security policy
At this stage, the organisation identifies and
defines its information security policy based on
the specific goals and objectives that it hopes
to achieve. This policy will serve as a framework
for future development efforts by establishing
a direction and set of principles regarding
information security.
 Define the scope of the ISMS
With its information security policy in place,
the organisation must then identify the specific

aspects of information systems security that can
be effectively addressed within the scope of its
ISMS.
 Complete a risk assessment of current
information security practices
Applying the most appropriate methodology, the
organisation should then conduct a thorough risk
assessment to identify the risks that are currently
being addressed, as well as system vulnerabilities
and threats that require attention.
 Identify and implement risk measures and
controls
Here, the organisation implements measures
and practices to mitigate all of the risks
identified in the risk assessment. The results of
these measures and practices should then be
monitored and modified as required to improve
their effectiveness.
 ISMS audit
With a tested and proven ISMS in place, the
organisation should conduct a certification
assessment pre-audit to identify any potential
issues that could negatively impact the outcome
of the certification audit. Any nonconformities
with the requirements of ISO/lEC 27001 can then
be addressed and/or corrected.
Finally, an independent certification body
should be employed to conduct a formal audit
of the organisation’s ISMS for compliance with
ISO/lEC 27001. A successful audit results in a
recommendation for certification, which is then
issued by the certification body.
Organisations that achieve ISO/lEC 27001
certification are subject to yearly surveillance
audits to confirm continued compliance with the
requirements of the standard. A full recertification
audit is required every third year following
certification.

EFFECTIVE INFORMATION SECURITY
MANAGEMENT
An Information security management system
(ISMS) is a critical element in the effort to control
or mitigate the risk associated with cyberattacks
against digitised data. ISO/IEC 27001 provides a
formal framework for the implementation and
maintenance of an effective ISMS, proving that an
organisation has identified the risks, assessed the
consequences and put in place effective controls
that will minimise any damage from cyberattack.
Not only does ISO/IEC 27001 give organisations
confidence that information is protected, it is
also compatible with other management systems
standards, which simplifies the auditing process
for organisations certified to multiple management
systems standards.
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INTERVIEW

COLLABORATIVE

THINKING
a Farrell the Lead on Operational xcellence and ontinuous Improvement at VIN I explains why
their new white paper on ollaboration in FM can help practitioners put the ideals into practice

C

ollaboration within FM has long been recognised as an
important way to enhance service delivery and improve
performance. However, recent research carried out by VINCI
Facilities amongst senior practitioners and leaders associated
with facilities management and the built environment
found that only 15 per cent had actually implemented a
comprehensive framework or strategy for collaboration.
The data, which formed part of a wider look at four key
issues: collaboration, wellbeing, climate change and asset
management, concluded that despite incredibly positive
ambitions to achieve improvements in all these areas, the
FM sector has been slow in implementing clear-cut strategic
actions.
To help address these shortfalls, VINCI has published the first
of four White Papers, Collaboration in Facilities Management(i),
looking at how to achieve gold-standard collaboration in facilities
management.
Explaining the thinking behind the White Paper, Taff Farrell the
lead on Operational Excellence and Continuous Improvement for
VINCI explains: “I’d done some work on collaboration, and what I
thought was, ‘we talk about collaboration, but do we really do it?’
And I concluded that’s probably a great question for the foundation
of the white paper.
“We aim to reach the broadest church we can, with our greatest
goal to influence how the built environment operates, its people,
the supply chain and key policy makers, to create value. As an
industry we want to help change the way we do things so that it
works for everyone. We believe there’s room for collaboration in
everything we do, upwards, downwards and sideways.”
Nearly 84 per cent of respondents who were asked whether their
organisations were committed to collaboration said yes, but many
were unable to demonstrate collaborative working in practice. One
of the major sticking points it emerged was a lack of understanding
of what collaboration actually means.
Says Farrell: “The loose sense of many respondents was that ‘we
collaborate because we work together’. We wanted to dig away at
that and come up with not just a definition of what it is, but the
practices that go along with collaboration. It’s often seen as a soft
skill, but actual real collaboration is hard, and it’s got teeth.
“There are frameworks of course, most particularly the ISO
36
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standard [ISO 44001](ii) around collaboration
and the usual contractual measures
such as KPIs and SLAs, but for me I think
collaboration is probably somewhere in
the middle. This reflects ways of working
together when things are going well, and
acknowledging that when there is issue
what that will look like. Good collaboration
requires open honest feedback, and
something we refer to as ‘a positive
challenge’.”
The survey also asked, ‘when people say
they work collaboratively, what partners did
they have in mind?’ According to the results,
a huge majority (94 per cent) said they
worked collaboratively with colleagues and
stakeholders within their own organisation,
with 74 per cent including customers and
end users in this equation.
Advises Farrell: “Collaboration is a much
wider piece and should concentrate on
the multitude of supplier’s organisations
in a particular project or environment.
Traditionally, if you think about partnering
with customers, it’s that dual party idea,
but when organisations sublet so much
work, into the supply chain or other delivery
partners alongside them, collaboration is
about looking at ways to get the best out
of that.”

MEASURING SUCCESS
There are a multitude of advantages to all

IN

parties in working collaboratively, which
the white paper lists as:
 Fewer mistakes
 Improved efficiency
 Improved morale
 Improved customer satisfaction
 Improved internal reputation
 Improved external
reputation

VI W
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“By way of example, I did a piece of work
with one of our customers’ as part of a team
managing the design and construction
of a blue light facility which was bringing
three services together into one new site.
We did a lesson learned session at the end
determining, ‘what was the objective, what
were we trying to achieve’?
“From the contractor’s point of
view, we were trying to create and
maintain a multiuse service.
When you asked the end user,
‘what was the objective?’ it
was ‘we want to deliver a
better service to the public’.
You could argue there was
actually a misalignment of
objectives as people didn’t
agree the overall objectives.
“That blue light project
was to simply enable three
organisations to work from the
same building, but what the end user
wanted was to deliver a better public
service and to integrate those services not
just in a facility but in the way that they
work. Good collaboration means getting
under the skin of what the organisation is
about, what’s our part in it and how do we
deliver that? That’s hard to get to, but when
you’ve got it, all your decisions flow towards
that purpose rather than just contractual
obligation.
“For us we like to think the work we do

chieving collaboration
begins by deﬁning key ob ectives
- with every contributor to the
supply chain sharing values and
working towards a common
goal, which helps create a
benchmark.

The benefits are clear,
but how do you go
about measuring
success?
According to the
report, achieving
collaboration
begins by defining
key objectives - with
every contributor to
the supply chain sharing
values and working towards
a common goal, which helps
create a benchmark.
Explains Farrell: “You can use indicators
and check if you’re meeting all those hard
measures; including safety, compliance,
equality, customer satisfaction etc. But
unless we’re all agreed on what we’re
trying to achieve and collaborating for and
to what extent this could be done better
or differently, how can collaboration move
beyond just those hard measures?”
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is more than just keep things working, so for
instance at Whiston Hospital(iii), their approach
to everything is ‘one team for the patient’,
and tapping into that common purpose and
common goal is absolutely essential.”

KEEP TALKING
One of the key threads
that flows through
the white paper is on
the importance of
maintaining good
communications.
The survey revealed
however, that
regular meetings
and interactions were
carried out by only
half of the respondents.
While the results
suggested collaboration was
strong at the outset of a project
(including supplier selection,
jointly agreeing a common purpose
or goal, agreeing targets and KPIs) it was less
frequent throughout the lifecycle of a project.
Farrell suggests a rethink on how
communications are organised:
“Instead of holding meetings with copious
actions etc we should aim to change this to
make meetings action focused. This means
you don’t have to sit down for an hour, but
hold short action orientated briefings where
everyone has the same understanding of what
the meeting is about.
“For example, at VINCI Building Solutions(iv)

communications can only have got more
difficult since going back into lockdown,
so how can contractors, customers and
partners ensure ongoing communication
in such difficult circumstances?
Says Farrell: “If we can get
people communicating in
the same way in shorter
more focused ways
via [Microsoft]
Teams calls we
can apply the
same principle
but it is a damn
sight harder.
I believe a
key part of
emotional
intelligence is
understanding the
pressures people
are under. This means
if someone can’t be there,
we’ll recommend you record
calls and make use of messaging
to keep people updated. It’s a bit trial and
error as none of us have been through a
pandemic before but together we can find
the right answer.”

SHARED GOALS
While the pandemic has undoubtedly led
to the acceleration of technology designed
to support and enable communication and
collaboration, the survey found that digital
data-sharing between suppliers only took

here are so many contractors in the supply chain and the way
they capture data can often be very di erent, so one of things
we’re looking at now is how to get the supply chain to supply us with
information in the same way and in a standard format that we can use
and our customer can access.
we were looking at how the project team
interacted on a daily basis, as the site manager
would hold a progress meeting during the day
but people would also go in and out of his office
throughout the day asking questions.
“We tilted this and asked, ‘how much time are
you spending in those little interactions – what
if we got all of the supervisors together for 20
minutes in the morning to deal with all of that
in one fell swoop’? When they switched to daily
stand up meetings, it was very focused about
what they were trying to achieve, who was
meant to do what, and which individuals were
responsible for which action. This meant all
parties were given an update at once.”
Unfortunately, maintaining good
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place around 42 per cent of the time, with
the reason being a reluctance to share data
with potential competitors.
Farrell admits that entrenched attitudes
are impeding the take-up of secure datasharing technology, which is something of a
barrier to promoting collaboration.
“When we think of entrenched attitudes
it’s the ‘this is mine,’ mindset, because as
corporate organisations we’ve all got to
make our margins. When we set out just
to achieve our singular objectives it can
damage those around us, so the way we can
help advance the industry is ideally to allow
information to flow more openly.
“The rate of change is demonstrating the

effectiveness of technology, so if you’ve got
a whole load of information and share that
with someone else, they might share their
insights too and help you both come up with
a better answer.”
Sharing data for the common good
with partners, subcontractors and clients
is something that VINCI is absolutely
committed to, and in terms of internal
relationships with key stakeholders, digital
collaboration is vital.
Says Farrell: “There are so many
contractors in the supply chain and the
way they capture data can often be very
different, so one of things we’re looking at
now is how to get the supply chain to supply
us with information in the same way and in
a standard format that we can use and our
customer can access.”
Collaboration by its very nature means
bringing everyone on board and that means
getting buy in from key stakeholders.
According to the survey, respondents who
had successfully established formalised
collaborative working recommend the
following steps had begun by building the
business case to get senior management on
board which spells out the benefits and how
risks will be managed and mitigated.
Explains Farrell: “The business case
comes down to demonstrating what you’ve
achieved and using examples of where
collaboration has succeeded. This is why
we’ve included a couple of case studies(v) in
the white paper.
“But my advice is that one of the ways to
get buy in is to get the Board to look at that
ultimate vision and say what’s the cost of
not doing it? What’s the risk? It does come
down to understanding what you’re trying to
achieve and looking to excite people around
that purpose. If you can excite a board of
directors around a purpose you’re on the
way.”
He concludes: “We’ve got to ask, in normal
times what is our purpose? It’s not just
to engage with a piece of work, it’s about
making a difference, something which has
only been highlighted during the pandemic.
If we take that lesson and continue to
collaborate for a higher purpose that would
be a wonderful thing.”

REFERENCE NOTES
i www.vincifacilities.com/media-centre/white-paper/
ii www.bsigroup.com/LocalFiles/en- /iso-44001/
esources/ISO-44001-Implementation- uide.pdf
iii www.vincifacilities.com/downloads/case-studies/sthelens-and-whiston-hospitals.pdf
iv www.vincifacilities.com/services/building-solutions/
v www.vincifacilities.com/downloads/case-studies/
rainbow-hospital-deeside.pdf
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KITTED OUT FOR COVID
Marta Kalas of homson Screening o ers useful advice on how to create
a OVID Safety oolkit for your premises

U

nfortunately, COVID-19 is still
with us, and will remain with
us for the medium term at least.
This means facilities managers need
to create processes and systems to
operate safely, on an ongoing basis
and avoid becoming overburdened.
One effective approach is to create
a COVID Safety Toolkit; a package of
tools to help you keep track of the
changes and the ever-increasing
regulation and actions you need
to stay on top of the situation. For
example, Thomson Screening has
developed a toolkit* to help managers
work through what’s needed and what
action to take. It provides a checklist,
training and sample documentation.
The activities required aren’t new.
What’s different now, is that each
action needs a specific “COVID
flavoured” version to ensure every
one of your premises are managed
appropriately.

WHAT SHOULD A TOOLKIT
CONTAIN?
Rather than creating individual
processes and lots of standalone
documents, you bring together, all in
one place, every item you will need to
respond to COVID.
This includes:
 Governance framework
 Risk management including
individual and group risk
assessments
 Action plans
 Communications plans
 Review and update plan
Let’s look at each of these:
Governance
You need to decide who is in charge:
Who has oversight of all your COVID
related activities; where does the buck
stop? Several months into COVID, this
has probably been done ages ago,
so you might as well put it into your
COVID Policy and make sure everyone
knows it.

Risk management
This is all the changes, adaptations
and new ways of working you put
in place in response to COVID, and
hopefully you shouldn’t need to
do them over again. If these are
risk assessment based and clearly
documented (a simple excel sheet
will do, the key is clarity, not length),
you can quickly check what needs
updating if there is a local or national
change in guidelines. Most of your
arrangements can probably stay as
they are, but do you know which
ones need to change and how? If your
original assessment is at hand, in an
easy-to-access document, you can
revise it very quickly.
You may need to assess
an individual
person’s risks
as well. For
example, a
member of
staff who
has recently
had COVID
will need
different
kinds of support
than someone
who has never had
it, or someone who lives
with an elderly relative. Our general
understanding of risks relating
to specific groups: young people,
healthcare workers, etc. is constantly
improving. You might want to finetune your risk groups at regular
intervals. Again, this is where having a
central document will save you time.
Action plans:
This goes hand in hand with your risk
assessment changes. If there’s been
no change then no action is needed.
If there has been a specific change in
risk, then you’ll need to change the
mitigation that helps reduce that risk.
If you do this by modules or sections
for each area of your university, each
building or physical space, you will
be able to make the changes much
faster and you can also check that you
haven’t missed anything.

Communications plan
This is where COVID specific planning
pays a lot of dividends. It is worth
dedicating some time to this as it’s
the area that is likely to change most
often. Here are the key points to
consider:
 Understand your audience
 Listen to them actively
 Be clear about what you want to
say (and say it simply)

 In electronic communications
(websites, newsletters, chats,
etc.) use links directly to the
relevant government websites
 Used shared file systems (e.g.
Google Drive, One Drive or
Dropbox) for templates and
drafts
 Have a log of where these

 Use the appropriate channel(s)

templates are kept and where

 Make sure your communication is
timely

don’t miss one of them

You also need to use trusted
sources of information.
There is so much
conflicting,
confusing or
out of date
information
circulating,
it’s always
best to
check the
government
websites first.
Use templates
as much as possible
to save time and keep the
communications consistent. Ensure
anyone involved in any form of comms
(from PR to social media, from web
editor to marketing, from poster
designs to advertising) knows what
your university’s COVID-19 messaging
is and when and how to include it.
Review and update
You simply need to check at regular
intervals what the current regulations
are, and what you, your staff and those
working in a building you manage
are required to do. You’ll also likely
to need to have evidence that you
are carrying out your duties as an
employer.

TOOLS TO HELP YOU
These will be familiar and in COVID-19
related activities they are essential:

they are used, to make sure you

 It takes time to get everything
in one place, but it will pay
dividends when you suddenly
need to change something
It’s easy to get COVID-weariness and
when that happens, we sometimes
take our eye off the ball - it’s just
natural human response. However, it’s
also a reason why a Toolkit is essential.
As facilities managers, with so much
on your plate, you want to avoid extra
work. Having a toolkit means you
don’t have to repeat work, or ‘reinvent
the wheel’ or worry that everything is
up to date. This means less burden and
a significant reduction in stress.

FURTHER INFORMATION
• https://workscreener.com/covid-19-testmanager/
• https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
• https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-testand-trace-how-it-works#people-whodevelop-symptoms-of-coronavirus
• https://www.ons.gov.uk/
peoplepopulationandcommunity/
healthandsocialcare/
conditionsanddiseases/articles/
coronaviruscovid19roundup/2020-03-26
• Ethnicity and mortality rates up to 15th
May 2020 in England and Wales:
https://bit.ly/3bzRToD
• Finding your local Health Protection
Team: https://www.gov.uk/healthprotection-team
• Moderate and high-risk factors:
https://bit.ly/2ZHQkQ0
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BUSINESS ANALYTICS

DATA
INTELLIGENCE
Rebecca Salvatore reports on how TC Facilities Management’s
collaboration with Datore to create business intelligence
dashboards and provide advanced analytics has helped TCFM
support colleagues, manage the COVID-19 pandemic and become
the trusted partner of choice for clients
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ccording to research 66 per cent of business leaders
are skeptical of new technology’s ability to improve
productivity within their organisation. The recent
Sigma Bionic Business report found that over 70 per
cent of leaders don’t believe tech can positively impact
customer relations.
Despite their skepticism, 41 per cent think they will need
to implement more technology in the next five years,
and innovation is essential to 45 per cent of leaders thanks to the impact of COVID-19 and Brexit. Lockdown
has shifted business online, and as such, clients expect
suppliers to follow suit, even within built environments.
Up to the minute, instant-access data and reporting are
becoming the norm, and the FM sector is only beginning to
implement the technology to keep up.
Understanding the data within their business, and
building timely, valuable reports for clients and managers
was a tediously long process for TC Facilities Management,
which is why it brought onboard Datore, a Business
Intelligence and Advanced Analytics provider, which has
enabled them to fully engage with their company data,
develop insights, and even make predictions of the future.

ESCAPING “EXCEL-HELL”
In too many organisations, Excel spreadsheets are
still standard practice for handling FM data. This is a
disadvantage in a world where everything is on-demand

FMJ.CO.UK

and at the click of a button, where clients are
seeking rapid, detailed reporting from their
FM providers. As a result, when managing
multiple sites, employees, locations and
divisions, organisations quickly see their
spreadsheets spiraling out of control.
Collating data in a timely manner is
impossible. This was the position in which
Paula Byrne, Transformation Director at
TCFM, found herself. Winning a prestigious
contract with an international eCommerce
organisation further compounded her
problem.
“The inadequacy of our incumbent
reporting processes became rapidly
evident,” says Byrne. “The workload, the
number of sites, services, and colleagues
meant reporting was a data nightmare.
Our client stipulated up to the minute
reports covering a vast array of KPIs, and
our managers needed on-demand insight
into their site logistics. It was Excel-hell. We
were asking questions of a massive data-set
and were always on the back foot, always
trying to catch up. By the time we pulled the
answers we had needed, we were two weeks
down the line, and the moment had passed.”
Data lag is a common problem in the
FM industry, explains Datore’s Business
Intelligence expert, Graham Perry. “Most FM
companies are using multiple technologies,
collecting data in various formats. They fail
to join them up and get them talking to one
another or develop insight into their data.
It becomes very time consuming to pull
reports from such disparate sources.”
The majority of organisations present
reports to their clients monthly, managing a
plethora of spreadsheets. Reporting delays
can put results months behind the original
request. As a result, easily accessible formats
of live data are becoming increasingly
important to managers and clients.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Business Intelligence and advanced
analytics work hand in hand, enabling
informed decisions to be made faster by
integrating data from multiple sources and
subsequently analysing it to answer the right
questions at the right time. “Essentially, it
answers the questions about your business
that keep you up at night,” says Perry.
“I knew we needed more rapid insights
into our data, and Business Intelligence
software was the way to go,” says Byrne.
Having considered various platforms,
Byrne and her team encountered Sisense,
a complete end-to-end advanced analytics
and Business Intelligence platform that
could deliver a highly interactive, accessible
user experience. “It’s a brilliant, powerful
bit of kit,” says Byrne, “we fell in love with
it.” However, despite an incredibly talented
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in-house team, it quickly became apparent
that TCFM didn’t have the skill set required
to produce the dashboards they needed.
They required an expert, and Sisense
recommended Graham Perry at Datore.
Byrne explains: “The team very quickly
understood our difficulties and helped us
develop a plan. They knew instinctively
what our challenges were and what we
needed to achieve.”
TCFM relayed their dashboard
aspirations, and their vision rapidly took
shape. Datore analysed their needs and
extracted relevant data from their disparate
systems which enabled consolidation into
a single analytical data cube, from which
data could be evaluated and integrated
into informative and intuitive dashboards.

COVID-19

IMPACTFUL INSIGHTS

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND THE
FUTURE OF FM

Byrne says: “We had data coming through
within a matter of days, and a clear plan
for future dashboards. We now have
clearer insights into the logistics and
day-to-day running of our business.
It’s enabled our colleagues
to be proactive instead of
reactive and deliver unique
visibility of systems to
our clients.”
TCFM can now access
up to the minute
reports and advanced
analytics from their
dashboards. “Excelhell” is a thing of the
past - no longer lagging
weeks behind the
real-world. The reporting
capabilities and ease of
use of their dashboards have
reduced the pressure on their
management team. Byrne explains:
“They now have instant, accurate data for
each of their sites. They are better prepared
for future challenges as they can accurately
track their workforce, wages, training and
KPIs.”
Thanks to advanced analytics, TCFM are
better able to understand their business
needs. With an instant overview of actual
on-site colleagues, they can predict
their workforce needs more accurately,
understand gaps in their rotas and better
utilise their own team - reducing their need
for short-term agency staff.
Their insight has given them a huge
advantage over their competitors, and new
clients have been impressed with their
technological offering. “The transparency
and insight we can give them has helped us
to become their trusted partner of choice
and has changed their view of facilities
management,” says Byrne.

No one predicted a global pandemic to
throw a spanner in the works, and the
industry has been hit hard by multiple
lockdowns. Managing a business with
hundreds of employees has been
challenging: tracking furlough, isolations,
testing and case numbers.
With colleagues furloughed and isolated
across the country, TCFM required rapid
analysis capabilities for their own business
and their clients. With Datore’s continued
support, they were able to implement
dashboards that enabled their colleagues to
manage their workforce, such that COVID-19
didn’t impact their day-to-day running. TCFM
have emerged unscathed - with a deeper
understanding of their business.

TCFM implemented 40 dashboards over
five months - from client reporting tools
to HR, training and education. To
date, Datore has analysed over
700 million rows of data on
their behalf. They use
advanced analytics to
make predictions and
draw correlations
to enable good
business decision
making. For
example, is there
a correlation
between workforce
health and safety
training and the
number of incidents
reported?
“Our opportunities are
boundless,” says Byrne. “We
now have better dashboards than
we could ever have imagined. Who knows
where we will be in a year, but thanks to
Sisense and Datore, we will be ahead of
an ever-changing market with intelligent
technology predicting the future.”
Despite the skepticism of business
leaders, there is no doubt that organisations
will need to adapt and implement new
technologies as data complexity and
demand increases. Facilities management
is no exception, and businesses will need to
improve their systems if they hope to keep
up with the evolving marketplace.

Most FM companies are
using multiple technologies,
collecting data in various formats.
They fail to join them up and get them
talking to one another or develop
insight into their data. It becomes
very time consuming to pull
reports from such disparate
sources.”

For more information on data and its impact
on the FM industry, Datore is holding a
round table event on March 30th, for more
information visit: www.fmj.co.uk/customerfirst-facilities-management-using-data-andanalytics-a-roundtable-discussion/
MARCH 2021
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SNICKERS WORKWEAR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
JACKETS
Workwear – Protectivewear - Performancewear – Leisurewear.
With street-smart designs for men and women, all Snickers Workwear jackets
include must-have features that focus on fit and freedom of movement as well
as using innovative fabrics
that deliver long lasting
protection and stretch
comfort.
Whatever you need
– if it’s for work, play or
protection against hazards
– Snickers Workwear has
Jackets that will work on
site, are ideal for leisure,
always ensuring optimal
performance, comfort,
good looks and visibility.
ALLROUNDWork Jackets
are just what the name
suggests, delivering a great
all-round performance.
There’s also FLEXIWork Jackets that provide superb comfort and weatherproofing if you’re always on the move and LITEWork Jackets that keep you
feeling cool and looking good whatever you’re doing in warm weather.
So check out the performance, comfort and protection features of Snickers
Workwear Jackets, there will be one to suit you - wherever you are, whatever you
need, whatever you’re doing.

LATE NIGHT ORDERS FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY
ARE NO PROBLEM WITH IRONMONGERYDIRECT
AND ELECTRICALDIRECT
Leading specialist trade suppliers, IronmongeryDirect and ElectricalDirect are
offering tradespeople more flexibility by extending their online order cut-off for
next day delivery to 9pm.
The new cut-off time allows customers
an extra hour to purchase what they need,
further supporting tradespeople who
need large orders in a short space of time.
Customers placing orders over £45 ex VAT
are also entitled to free next day delivery.
This added benefit for customers follows
several recent announcements regarding
the retailer’s expanded delivery offering.
Same day delivery was launched for
customers within the Southend-on-Sea,
Chelmsford and Romford areas, and has
now been extended to include IG, & E
postcodes with further areas to be included
in the near future. For urgently needed goods, customers can order by midday
Monday-Friday, with orders arriving by 4pm that day.
In addition, the company has extended its Click and Collect* network to
include over 6,000 pick-up points nationwide, including Sainsburys, Matalan,
and Homebase. Simply order online, select Click & Collect at checkout and your
goods will be delivered within 5 miles of your home or workplace.
*Click & Collect services subject to changes to Government guidelines.

 www.snickersworkwear.co.uk/products/93

 www.ironmongerydirect.co.uk

 sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk

 www.electricaldirect.co.uk

NEW DOOR ENTRY CAMERA TERMINALS
WITH HEALTH SCREENING FUNCTIONS
Remsdaq, a leading manufacturer of access
control systems, has launched a new range
of facial recognition camera terminals with
artificial intelligence functions for body
temperature and face mask screening.
The camera terminals are ideal for
organisations looking to make their buildings
COVID-secure using contactless technologies
and can measure temperatures to within
+/- 0.3°C. They can be used as a stand-alone
screening solution or installed as part of a
building’s access control system using a builtin Wiegand interface.
The camera terminals can be stand
mounted, wall mounted or fitted to an
entrance turnstile and are easy to set-up.
Typical applications including screening
visitors, patients, students, customers,
employees and subcontractors who want to
enter a building or areas inside where people
mix and need to be protected.
The camera terminals store up to 25,000

events and can connect to local IP networks.
A built-in speaker provides local audio alerts
and remote alarms can be broadcast over a
network or a mobile phone application. The
software supports up to 30,000 face profiles
and offers a range of reports including ‘Track
and Trace’. Go/No Go alarms can be set using
the supplied configuration package and the
mask screening feature can be toggled on or off
as required.
“Our new camera terminals have an
important role to play in our fight against
Coronavirus” commented David Ross, UK
Business Development Manager for Remsdaq.
“The devices are not only important for
buildings with critical workers during
lockdown. They can help businesses to reopen
safely as lockdowns ease.”
The camera terminals can be bought online
from Remsdaq’s new EntroStore ecommerce
website (www.entrostore.com) alongside their
other contactless access control solutions.

 www.entrostore.com
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BRITISH COMPANY LAUNCHES SAFE, HEALTHY AND ADVANCED NEW
TECHNOLOGY, WHICH KEEPS COMMERCIAL SPACES ULTRA-CLEAN AND
PROMOTES CONFIDENCE AND REASSURANCE IN A COVID WORLD
Open World Technology Group (part of SIA
Holding) has developed Velvet2030, a complete
sanitising solution to keep viruses, bacteria and
odour sat bay, in order to help businesses cleanup their buildings and reassure their staff and
customers that they are working in an ideal and
safe environment.
Velvet2030 has been developed
following extensive research and
input from environmental experts in
the Energy Safety Research Institute
(ESRI) at Swansea University in Wales
and the University of Arizona in the
United States.
With the COVID-19 vaccination
programme well underway in the
UK, businesses now have to promote confidence
and plan for the return of employees to their places
of work and for when consumers start to travel en
masse once again.
Open World Technology Group focuses its cuttingedge nano-technology in high footfall areas, which
include hospitals, airports, stations, hospitality

venues, offices, schools and universities to make
sure these environments are permanently clean and
healthy.
Research has shown that poor
indoor air quality is the fourth
largest risk to health in the UK and
a report by DEFRA
shows this that impacts
the economy by £2.7
billion a year, due to
lower productivity.
Furthermore, the
CBA reported in 2020, that illness
from “dirty air” in buildings costs UK
employees £990 million annually in
lost wages.
The nano-technology application used by
Velvet2030 uses an invisible coating on treated
surfaces. The photo-catalytic surface creates
powerful oxidisers from oxygen and humidity that
neutralises viruses; eats air pollution; inhibits algae,
mould and bacteria; prevents biofilms from gluing
inorganic dirt to surfaces; and allows water to run off,

 www.towtg.com

WARWICKSHIRE BUSINESS POWERS TO
THE TOP WITH CARBON-FREE BATTERY
COLLECTIONS

making treated surfaces self-cleaning. This process
also encompasses a ‘visual compliance technology’,
making it easy to spot areas which
have been treated effectively and those
which haven’t. One application of this
process has a 12 month life cycle.
Once treated, Velvet2030 technology
checks pollution and cleanliness
using cloud-based monitors within
a building, constantly reviewing the
location and the air quality within it.
Stakeholders are then alerted if there
are adverse changes to Interior Air Quality (IAQ), via a
bespoke online dashboard. The cleaning regime has
been verified to global best-in-class standards.
Open World Technology Group is already
collaborating with companies including, Campbell
Gray Hospitality, BAM Royal Group to service
Heathrow Airport’s commitment to improve air in
relation to tunnels and structures, and Riverstone
Living Ltd, a revolutionary retirement home
developer in London, who have an emphasis on
quality-of-living using clean air technology.

 info@towg.com

VWT UK APPOINTS NEW HEAD OF SALES FOR
THE MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL SECTORS

Warwickshire environmental specialist Valpak Ltd is celebrating after winning
one of the top national awards in its industry, for its carbon-free battery
collection service.
The service, which is
free of charge, is a first
for the UK. It uses cycle
couriers to collect waste
batteries from workplaces
in Cambridge and London.
The bikes use reverse
logistics, picking up
batteries after dropping
off parcels at offices and
retail outlets. The scheme
has already collected 6.974 tonnes – equivalent to 348,700 waste batteries – and
Valpak is hoping to expand it to other areas of its national collection network.
Valpak pioneered the service, working with logistics partner Zedify and battery
recycler Ecobat Logistics. On 27 January, it beat 12 other shortlisted companies
to win the Partnership Excellence award at the National Recycling Awards, the
recycling industry’s most prestigious ceremony. The judges said they were
impressed with the scheme’s innovation, adding: “It could be replicated at a local
level at a number of locations, and we can see others adopting it in the future.”
Any business can sign up for free Valpak battery collections, which accept any
small household batteries.

Veolia Water Technologies UK (VWT UK) has
recently appointed a new Head of Sales for the
Municipal and Industrial sectors, Daniel Parry.
Now responsible for the sales and proposal
teams for all wastewater opportunities, Daniel
will focus on strengthening VWT UK’s position
as the leading water and wastewater treatment
and technologies solutions provider.
Daniel began his career with international
infrastructure group Balfour Beatty, working
his way up to Bid Manager by 2008. In this
role, Daniel worked on key tenders for
biomass, gasification and energy to waste
projects, overseeing a multi-discipline team covering planning, environmental
compliance, landscape design and structural services.
With a wealth of knowledge and project management experience under his
belt, in 2013 Daniel joined VWT UK as an Industrial Proposal Manager, before
progressing to Industrial Sales Manager and now to Head of Sales - Municipal
and Industrial. In his new role, he will oversee a team of three business
development managers and three proposal engineers, working to secure new
business opportunities for VWT UK.
Daniel commented: “To best serve our customers, I want to ensure that the
municipal and industrial teams are kept well informed on the latest trends and
leading issues in the market today. Specifically, as we plan for the future, we
will be looking to focus on phosphorus removal technologies and emerging
pollutants, two key issues facing the market at the moment.”

 https://www.valpak.co.uk/recycling-waste-services/free-battery-box

 www.veoliawatertechnologies.co.uk

 info@valpak.co.uk

 03450 682 572
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RESTORE HARROW
GREEN LAUNCHES NEW
CAMBRIDGE BRANCH
Restore Harrow Green is happy to announce that
after many years of working with customers in
the Cambridge area, they have taken the step of
opening a brand new, purpose built warehouse
in Sawston, ideally located for the University of
Cambridge, various Research Parks as well as the
local customer base.
The purpose-built unit was designed with energy
conservation technology in the floor and has 12500
cu. ft. of capacity with state-of-the-art security,

including robust access control and a thermal
imaging camera for fire and intruder detection.
It offers a multiple storage offerings, with
particular benefits to the Life Science community,
including:
 Quick response times
 Quicker disaster recovery procedures for our
customers
 The ability to store sensitive laboratory
equipment securely, as well as chemicals and
samples in -80oC environments for as long as
necessary
 Power farms for equipment inc. single phase,
commando and 3 pin and 3 phase power
solutions, enabling us to satisfy all types of
requirements
 Additional secure and lockable storage areas
 Available meeting space for clients/suppliers

 www.harrowgreen.com/about-us

About Restore Harrow Green
Restore Harrow Green is an award winning, market
leader in office and commercial relocations,
operating from multiple sites across mainland
Britain serving the private and public and sector.
As well as business moving, other services include:
storage and distribution, IT lifecycle solutions,
project management, international moves, furniture
re-use and recycling.
As part of Restore PLC, records management,
secure data shredding and document scanning
are additional services that can be provided under
one roof.

 info@restore-harrowgreen.com

 0345 603 8774

IMPROVED DRY POCKET FOR SPIROTRAP AND
SPIROCOMBI

C.K SURE DRIVE SOCKET SETS SUCCESSFULLY
COMBINING STRENGTH WITH DURABILITY

Spirotech has improved the dry pocket of the magnetic dirt separator
in its steel SpiroTrap and SpiroCombi units, making them even easier
to maintain.
The magnetic dirt separators automatically extract dirt (magnetite)
from system water in cooling and heating systems, preventing losses
in efficiency over their service life.
For the improved dry pocket, a 360-degree rotatable drainage tap
has been added to a new immersion tube, which makes it easier for
installers to position the tap in the direction of a drain.
In addition, the guiding mechanism for the pull cord insert used
to remove the magnetic dirt has also been improved, making
it less likely to become damaged. Both
improvements enhance ease of maintenance.
The improved steel SpiroTrap and
SpiroCombi models are for commercial
applications and are available now. While
the SpiroTrap is purely a dirt separator, the
SpiroCombi is also a deaerator, removing circulating air
and microbubbles as well as dirt.
Rob Jacques, Spirotech’s National Key Accounts
and Technical Sales Manager, said: “Optimal hydraulic
balancing is essential for maximising the yield of modern
energy-efficient heating and cooling systems. These
improvements to the dry pocket will help installers to
keep the system working at its most efficient by enhancing
the ease of maintenance.”

Leading brand C.K, offers a fantastic range of innovative tools, all engineered
to offer great performance, durability, and strength. The new C.K Sure Drive
Socket Sets are no exception and successfully combine high quality with high
performance, manufactured from forged chrome vanadium alloy steel, making
each part resistant to rust, as well as providing excellent longevity. Each set
features the patented Sure Drive System which applies torque evenly to the flats
of the nut, alleviating the risk of rounding-off.
Three new Sets are available within the range and include:
• (T4660) ¼” 36pc Socket and Bits Set.
• (T4661) ⅜” 23 pc Socket Set.
• (T4662) ½” 24 pc Socket Set.

 www.spirotech.co.uk

 www.carlkammerling.com

Great Features and Benefits
The C.K Sure Drive Socket Sets
offer some great features and
benefits, including: 6 and 12
point Sure Drive sockets, which
apply torque to the flats of the
nut, rather than the corners, to
avoid rounding-off; available as
¼” ⅜” and ½” standard sizes; 72
fine-tooth ratchet drive for precision adjustment and restricted access operation.
These quality C.K Sure Drive Socket Sets also come supplied with a durable
case with custom inlay, and a robust clip fastener for secure tool storage.
The new C.K Sure Drive Socket Sets have broad appeal and are ideal for
tradespeople and DIY enthusiasts alike.

 01758 704704
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Furthermore, the site acts as an additional
geographical operating centre, which lowers costs
for customers due to reduced travel, and helps
keep emissions down. It also offers loose and
containerised storage to all types of customers, thus
maximising capacity.
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SUPPORT YOUR HEALTH WHILST
WORKING FROM HOME

C

an intelligent lighting improve our mental and physical health now we are spending more
time at home than ever? Discover the benefits of LUCTRA and how to beat those winter
lockdown blues.
Do you ever wonder why we feel more tired and sluggish in the winter months?! It’s because the daily
pattern of day and night affects us all, and although we may not realise it, light has a significant influence
on many processes inside our bodies (our circadian rhythm).
Did you know we spend up to 90% of our time indoors? Right now, as most of us continue to work
from home, this figure has increased to almost 100%.
Whilst spending all our time indoors, our minimal exposure to natural light often results in a feeling
that has been described as social jet lag which
has a negative effect on our health.
But don’t worry - there is a solution. LUCTRA’s
modern LED lamps are packed with advanced
technology that provide healthy light whilst
indoors and promote wellbeing.
This type of lighting, called human centric
lighting, replicates the motions and colour
spectrum of the sun. This stimulates the
production of the hormones melatonin
and serotonin which work to balance sleep,
productivity and overall wellbeing.
LUCTRA lamps are completely flexible and
can be personalised to your daily routine using
the sleek touch panel or the app, which means
you get exactly the right light for you during the
day without having to think about it.
So, if you’re stuck working from home (or
even when you get back to the office), LUCTRA’s
human centric floor, table and mobile lights can
support your physical and mental wellbeing.

 www.luctra.eu/en/products/table-lamps
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EMMA SAFETY FOOTWEAR WILL IMPROVE
YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

LOLLY SNAPSERVE SET TO REVOLUTIONISE THE
STAFF CANTEEN

Safety Footwear that’s a step ahead in
taking the environment seriously.
EMMA is a socially responsible brand
that delivers a 100% circular footwear
offering that is set to change the way
we buy and use safety footwear.
Businesses from all industry sectors,
from construction to manufacturing,
to logistics, warehousing, office and
retail, are making huge strides in
sustainability and making bold public
commitments to improving their
social impact and encouraging their
supply chains to do the same.
As part of these efforts, many businesses are embracing the circular economy
and looking for opportunities to eliminate waste and find ways to continually
use resources. That’s where EMMA steps in to be an active part of the corporate
sustainability programme.
Every piece of footwear in the EMMA range is made entirely from recycled or
recyclable materials. They’re safe for the environment with a 100% ‘circular’
manufacturing, usage-mapping and recycling process for every shoe and boot
produced under the EMMA brand.
Part of the Hultafors Group portfolio of market-leading PPE brands, EMMA
complements the Solid Gear and Toe Guard safety footwear ranges by including
all the Hultafors Group hallmarks of hi-tech designs that combine top quality
materials for ultimate comfort, maximum safety and wellbeing at work.

It’s Lolly, the digital EPOS and commerce specialist, is proud to debut Lolly
Snapserve – its cashierless, fully-automated checkout solution. The visionbased, automated system
creates a swift and completely
contactless walk-through
experience for the customer
and is a highly efficient new
use of AI technology in the
corporate catering sector.
FM teams and corporate
caterers are facing increased
pressure to provide COVID-safe
environments, particularly
as restrictions ease and we head back into the workplace. By removing the
touchscreen and human contact elements at the checkout, Lolly Snapserve
helps support social distancing, and other Covid-19 safety protocols.
Perfect for the large corporate cafeteria, canteen, or a Grab & Go restaurant,
Lolly Snapserve is designed to eliminate queues and improve efficiency. Time
per transaction can be reduced to just three seconds. Staff members visiting
the catering facility simply place their tray under the vision-based kiosk, which
uploads a photo to the Snapserve system. To pay, they scan the unique QR code
on their Lolly app to identify themselves, and check out. Order confirmation and
receipt will be sent through within a few minutes of their check-out showing a list
of items purchased and a digital receipt that they can review in the App.
Any corporate catering facility can get started with 100% accuracy from day
one, without change to business processes, or training.

 www.emmasafetyfootwear.com

 www.itslolly.com

 Sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk

 0800 038 5389

LATHAMS LAUNCHES NEW A&D SPECIFICATION TEAM
A new team at materials supplier James Latham
will connect architects, designers and specifiers
with the most innovative and exciting products
on the market today.
Bringing together expertise and insight from
around the company, the Lathams Specification
Team has been launched as a one-stop solution for
materials specifiers.
There is a strong focus on products with unique
benefits, including solid surfaces, hardwearing
laminates, antimicrobial acrylics and robust exterior
cladding.
Aesthetics are well catered for too, with the team
able to recommend a range of surfaces, finishes,
colours and styles suitable for any project. These
include products that mimic other materials, such

as decors that replicate the look and feel of various
stones, woods and linens.

“There are many high-quality, advanced products
being brought to market all of the time. It’s easy for
specifiers to lose track of what’s available or just
stick to what they know”, said Rob Goodman, who
leads the team.
“What they are often unaware of is the broad
range of options available to achieve that final finish
that a customer has requested. By creating a single
point of contact we can better support the A&D
community and help them to find the right solution
for their client’s brief.”
The team’s knowledge incorporates a broad
product portfolio including solid surfaces such as
HI-MACS and Avonite and decorative laminates

and veneers from manufacturers including Egger,
Xylocleaf, Kronospan and Decospan.
While currently offering consultancy via video
conferencing, the team will support customers
throughout the UK, corresponding with the
locations of Lathams various showrooms and
depots.
The specification team comprises Debbie Northall
(London), Joe Sepede (Yate, Thurrock and Hemel
Hempstead), Natasha Smith (Dudley and Leicester),
Mark Robinson (Leeds, Ireland and North West
England) and David Schofield (Leeds, Gateshead
and Scotland).
To coincide with
the announcement of
the new team a solid
surfaces website has
also gone live, providing
an additional detailed
product resource for
specifiers and customers.
Featuring product information, case studies,
videos and inspirational images from HI-MACS,
Avonite and Studio Collection brands, it offers
guidance and support on the specification of solid
surfaces for a range of architectural applications,
both internally and externally.

 www.lathamsolidsurface.co.uk  www.lathamtimber.co.uk
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PREPARING FOR THE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE
What employees really want to see in their
working environment
Although working in an office might seem like a
distant memory, hope is on the horizon with a return
to office life predicted for the not-so-distant future.
As businesses gear up for this, BRITA VIVREAU is
on hand to help make that transition easier with the
launch of its two new products, the Top & Extra water
dispenser systems.
Research reveals that:
 81% of office workers say they’re more
concerned about office hygiene than ever before
 Over a third (35%) of office workers say shared
facilities with built in hygiene measures are of
utmost importance
So, for facilities managers, having communal
amenities in place – like water dispensers and coffee
machines – which ensure the highest hygiene levels
possible, will help to reassure employees as they get
used to being back in the office.

 Removes 99.99% of all bacteria
 Effectively reduces heavy metals and chlorine
 Leaves you with cleaner, clearer, great-tasting
water
Take a stance on sustainability
Recent research conducted by BRITA VIVREAU found
that:

great tasting and safe water using your building’s
mains-fed supply. The advanced filtration removes
undesired odours and particles, such as chlorine or
organic impurities, and there are also four different
water types available: ambient, chilled still and two
sparkling water varieties.

 82% of office workers said sustainability is more
important to them now than ever
 Almost half (49%) want to see their workplace
banning single-use plastics .

Hot on Hygiene
To provide a solution for workplaces to address these
challenges, BRITA VIVREAU has launched the Top &
Extra systems which have been developed with the
leading water filtration expert’s unique HygienePlus
and ThermalGate™ technology.
The ThermalGate™ technology:
 Automatically thermally disinfects the outlet tap
at regular intervals to protect against retrograde
contamination from external sources
 Is always on duty, even during inactive phases
such as overnight or weekends, so no manual
effort or chemical additives are required
 The optional HygienePlus solution also offers a
three-zone protection system including a prefilter stage which:

With this in mind, the Top & Extra systems help to
reduce workplaces’ carbon footprint by encouraging
the use of reusable bottles. Not only this, it also
doesn’t require any storage space and you will have
lower energy consumption from eliminating the need
to refrigerate water.
High-quality hydration
Healthy hydration is so important to the overall
health and wellness of employees. The BRITA filter
used in the Top & Extra systems guarantee

With almost half (49%) of employees believing
water dispensers are a hygiene hotspot which
require extra protection, FMs need to ensure that
shared amenities not only meet social distancing
rules but also heightened hygiene regulations to
put employees’ minds at ease when making the
transition back to the office.
For more tips and advice on how to prepare your
working environment for the return to the office
and to see the latest research on how employees’
expectations have changed since COVID-19,
download BRITA VIVREAU’s latest toolkit – Nine to
Thrive – www.brita.co.uk/news-stories/dispenser/
Nine-to-Thrive-Toolkit
To find out more information on how the BRITA
Vivreau Top and Extra water dispensers can assist
your office visit www.brita.co.uk/top-50-85

 www.brita.co.uk/top-50-85  www.brita.co.uk/news-stories/dispenser/Nine-to-Thrive-Toolkit
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THE RECOVERY STARTS HERE. RESTORING
OUR CITIES, RE-SETTING OUR ECONOMY
With the prospect of restrictions being eased,
the thoughts of estate managers and property
owners are now turning towards the resumption
of scheduled upkeep and maintenance programs.
As Managing Director of Thomann-Hanry,
London-based market leaders in building
restoration and pioneers of the patented façade
gommage technique, Mark Styles is perfectly
placed to offer some well-timed advice.
“Planning ahead and working to a logical schedule
is essential. We often hear stories of businesses
looking to “mop up” year-end cash surpluses with
maintenance work that is hurried, badly planned
or even duplicated. As much maintenance work
involves the necessary evil of scaffolding, it’s also
important to identify all works required to the
structure of the building as a whole, so it’s only
shrouded in scaffolding once – and for the minimum
amount of time. Every aspect of the building
needs to be considered – from leadwork, slate
roofs, asphalt, and stonework down to small but
important details such as pigeon protection.
“Of course, the option of façade gommage means

that it’s now entirely possible that scaffolding isn’t
needed at all. With a reach of 42 metres, our agile
MEWP access system means our technicians can
work up to a height of 14 storeys, bringing many
office blocks and hotels within easy range.”
Identifying any required structural works is the
starting point. With Thomann-Hanry, this can be
done by means of a condition survey, carried out
after a façade gommage clean has revealed the
surface of the building, “warts and all”. Armed with
a detailed report from Thomann-Hanry, the client is
then well-placed to prioritise works accordingly.
As Styles points out, once remedial works

have been identified, Thomann-Hanry provide a
streamlined one-stop solution, “We directly employ
all stonemasons, painters, and restorers, so we
don’t have to rely on subcontractors. With all the
expertise in-house, we’re specialists in every aspect
of restoration of buildings of all ages, from ancient
to modern.
“And it’s not just the exterior of the building –
we’re often also commissioned to work on internal
stonework, flooring and staircases, repairing and
protecting them to address years or even decades
of wear and tear, restoring interiors to their original
splendour.”
However, such is the unique, game-changing
impact of façade gommage, this is still the process
that turns the most heads, affecting seemingly
miraculous transformations in timescales unheard
of with conventional cleaning techniques. Projecting
fine powders, similar to mineral talc, under low
pressure across the surface of stonework and
masonry, façade gommage gently erases and lifts
away layers of accumulated grime, turning the clock
back years – often in a matter of days.

 www.thomann-hanry.co.uk

FORBO REFRESHES ITS TESSERA CREATE
SPACE 1 RANGE
Forbo Flooring Systems has relaunched its popular Tessera Create Space 1
collection with a newly updated palette
of 18 colour options, including 11
entirely new additions. The range of
commercial carpet tiles also boasts
excellent environmental credentials
such as a leading 75% recycled content
by weight, including ECONYL nylon,
which is produced entirely from
regenerated post-consumer and postindustrial waste.
The low-level loop pile of the Create Space 1 range is ideal for any commercial
interior including high traffic applications. It has an impact sound reduction
value of 25 decibels (dB) for minimal noise transmission, Class 33 durability and
is supplied with a 10-year guarantee.
The new trend-led colour palette has been created to provide choice and
flexibility for commercial interiors.
The versatile collection can be used in single colourway installations or, by
combining shades, it can be used to create feature areas, aid wayfinding or allow
you to design bespoke schemes.
The ECONYL regenerated nylon that the entire Create Space 1 range is
manufactured from is sourced from waste such as fishing nets, fabric scraps and
carpet. Through an innovative regeneration and purification process the infinitely
recyclable nylon is returned to its original quality, ready to be reused. This
reduces the global warming impact of the nylon by up to 90% compared with
producing it from oil.
 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/createspace1

KALZIP’S FC RAINSCREEN FAÇADE SYSTEM:
FIRE PERFORMANCE COMPLIANCE WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
In conjunction with Knauf Insulation, SFS Intec and Siderise, Kalzip has had
its FC rainscreen façade system tested in accordance with BS 8414-1 and has
successfully met the requirements of BR 135.
Kalzip’s FC rainscreen is a non-penetrative
façade system that incorporates a fast-toinstall lightweight flat rainscreen panel
and is suitable for both new build and
refurbishment projects.
Kalzip, Knauf Insulation, SFS Intec and
Siderise partnered to have the FC rainscreen
façade system tested to ensure compliance
with BR 135 and provide peace of mind to
specifiers and building occupants that the products used will perform as stated.
The system is manufactured using pre-painted aluminium coils, which are
classified as either A1 (non-combustible) or A2 (limited combustibility), according
to EN 13501-1, depending on the paint coating applied.
Class A1 has been awarded for one, two and three layers of PVDF or similar
coatings and Class A2 applies to four coatings, which are normally required in
marine or aggressive environments, or for extended paint warranties.
Adrian Whitefoot, Technical Services Manager, at Kalzip, commented: “The
FC rainscreen façade system provides fire performance compliance, without
compromise. The system has been fully tested to provide a solution that, if
specified and installed as certified, does not need additional testing to meet
regulatory requirements, saving significant time and expense.”
 www.kalzip.com
 fcfacade@kalzip.com
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INTRODUCING FORBO’S NEW
ACOUSTIC COLLECTION
With various studies documenting the
negative effects unwanted noise can have
on peoples’ well-being, Forbo Flooring
Systems has developed a new Acoustic
Collection. Combining its well-established
Sarlon acoustic vinyl range with its
award-winning Modul’up adhesive free
solutions, the new collection will be the
go-to reference point for any project where
impact-sound needs to be minimised.
What’s more, with 94 contemporary designs
to choose from, the aesthetics of an interior
no longer need to be compromised when it
comes to acoustic performance.
Forbo’s new Acoustic Collection offers a
diverse portfolio of products available in
adhesive free or traditional fully adhered
formats in acoustic, compact and compact
acoustic versions. It consists of Forbo’s industry
leading acoustic sheet vinyl Sarlon 19 dB and Sarlon
15 dB, and its innovative adhesive free vinyl solutions
Modul’up 19 dB and Modul’up Compact.
The four solutions are available in all 94 designs,
which have been split into the following design
families: Wood, Material, Colour and Graphic, and
include new digitally printed items.

Within the Materials range, there is a selection of
concrete, textile and stone aesthetics and within the
Wood collection, specifiers will find a brand-new
Hybrid Wood design, which fuses together wood
and stone textures in a large-scale chevron design,
creating a link between the two natural materials.
For those that want to add the ‘wow’ factor to a
space, the Graphics range consists of a variety of
contemporary designs, such as Terazzo and Graphito.
Bringing a modern abstract twist to the collection
is the new colour Splash paint design, alongside

Kubik, which replicates the intriguing geometric
patterns you would find when looking through a
kaleidoscope.
Last but not least is the Colours range. It is a
compendium of solid shades and stardust designs,
with the latter containing particles to create a ‘strass’
effect. What’s more, Forbo has also introduced a
new tinted coloured wear layer to those found in this
range to add more depth to the hues.
Akin to Forbo’s other portfolios, this collection
follows the company’s design principles in which
the ‘Dynamics of a Building’ play an important role.
Forbo’s team of passionate designers have created
a unique Global Colour Card, based on the latest
design trends. The result is a broad product offering
where different product ranges complement each
other, allowing specifiers to create integrated flooring
schemes with ease. In fact, the Acoustic Collection
can be specified alongside a variety of Forbo’s ranges,
such as Allura LVT, Eternal vinyl sheet and Sphera
homogeneous vinyl.
In addition to the variety of designs available, the
Acoustic Collection also benefits from Forbo’s new
XtremPUR finish, an extremely high-performance
lacquer protection, which provides the best possible
resistance against stains, scuffs and scratches and
provides a natural matte aesthetic. This new finish
also enhances the slip resistance of the collection to
R10 and delivers a fire performance of Bfl-s1.
Lewis Cooper, Marketing Executive at Forbo
Flooring Systems said: “We live in a demanding
world and each interior design project brings fresh
challenges. That’s why we’ve developed this unique
Acoustic Collection, as it offers solutions for a very
diverse range of requirements for all sectors. In fact,
not only does the collection provide exceptional
impact sound reductions, but Sarlon 15 dB and

Modul’up Compact offers the highest
resistance to residual indentation.
“What’s more, Modul’up is part of our
Fast Fit collection, which encompasses an
array of genuinely adhesive free products.
Quick, easy and economical, Modul’up has
been designed to be installed with minimal
subfloor preparation and can be installed
over a variety of subfloors or even over
existing floors. Not only does this reduce
installation time by over 50% compared
to standard, glued down products but the
elimination of adhesives also makes the job
itself far easier, as it completely sidesteps
a range of potential application and curing
issues. There are also no lingering odours
or aromatics, resulting in a better indoor
environment for all who use the building.”
Forbo’s new Acoustic Collection is phthalate free,
offers best in class stain and chemical resistance
and has certified anti-bacterial properties, all of
which contribute to a healthy, hygienic and easy to
maintain interior.
The new Sarlon and Modul’up ranges are just two
solutions from Forbo’s Acoustic flooring offering. The
wider acoustic collection from Forbo also includes
its modular LVT solution Allura Decibel; its safety
vinyl, Step Decibel; its renowned sustainable options
Marmoleum Decibel and Acoustic, and Forbo’s
general sheet solution, Eternal de Luxe Decibel.

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/acousticcollection
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HOBART SERVICE DIVISION’S SUPPORT
‘MAKING A BIG DIFFERENCE’ IN UK HOSPITALS

PURE MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS FROM
SENIOR

Hobart Service are continuing to
go above and beyond to support
our NHS, and the ongoing
handwork and dedication from
the Service team has not gone
unnoticed.
Amid a third lockdown and at
a time where UK hospitals are
busier than ever, the nationwide
team of specialist catering
equipment technicians is
continuing to operate nationally.
Hundreds of hospitals throughout the UK rely on Hobart’s expert service
division for both repairs and planned maintenance of their kitchen equipment.
Hospital kitchen equipment plays a vital part in both the overall operation of a
hospital and the essential care given to patients. Any repairs are time-critical; our
dedicated technicians are working harder than ever to exceed SLAs.
Keith Mackie, MD of Hobart Service: “Throughout this year Hobart Service
has maintained and exceeded our SLA’s for the Healthcare industry. Despite
extremely challenging circumstances, we have continually demonstrated our
commitment to maintaining national coverage to all customers requiring our
services. We have remained committed to maintaining a nationwide service,
with a focus on hospitals, care homes and education.”
Hobart Service has the UK’s largest field force specialising in catering
equipment maintenance. Our specialist service technicians are trained to
support a vast range of makes and models of Hobart and third party equipment.

As well as helping to save energy by providing some of the lowest U-values
available to the
UK market, Senior
Architectural Systems’
patented range of
thermally-efficient PURe
aluminium windows
and doors are also
proving popular with
specifiers looking
to reduce long-term
maintenance costs.
Robust, durable
and with an expected life cycle in excess of 40 years, Senior’s PURe aluminium
windows and doors benefit from an enhanced PUR thermal barrier which
can achieve exceptional low U-values. Owing to the inherent strength of the
aluminium frame, the system offers a cost-effective alternative to using energy
efficient triple-glazing which, when used in high-traffic environments such as
schools and student accommodation buildings, has a greater risk of breaking
and would be more expensive to replace. Each of the PURe windows and doors
styles within the range are also easy to fabricate, install and adjust and can be
powder-coated in a variety of colours, both inside and out. A number of highperformance finishes and specialist coatings are also available which can further
boost the durability of the system.
The new PURe Commercial Door is Senior’s largest and strongest door solution
to date and offers a robust, low maintenance solution for a range of applications.

 www.hobartuk.com/service

 www.seniorarchitecturalsystems.co.uk

 01733 392 244

 customer.service@hobartuk.com

ROCKWOOL DEVELOPS CPD IN RESPONSE TO
FLAT ROOF FIRE RISK CHALLENGES

CARL KAMMERLING FUSION 2021 TRADE
PROMOTION – FILLED WITH EXCITING DEALS!

CPD advises on improving fire performance in the fifth façade
ROCKWOOL has launched a new CPD (Continuing Professional Development)
module to help roofing contractors and specifiers mitigate fire risk in flat
roofs. The new module has been developed by the stone wool insulation
manufacturer to
enhance industry
understanding
following regulation
changes and
provide guidance
on determining
relevant noncombustible
classifications in flat
roofing systems.
The ‘Fifth
Façade’ CPD
explores the role of the roof in the spread of fire and the potential risks when
non-combustible roof insulation is not carefully considered, especially for multipurpose flat roofs. The learning module advises on current standards including
BS EN 13501-5 BROOF (t4) and how to futureproof current designs to meet
future policy, and give greater protection to buildings and their users now.
The CPD also outlines ROCKWOOL’s range of fire-resistant stone wool
insulation products that are compatible with a variety of modern flat roof
systems.
Register to attend the ROCKWOOL CPD session at rockwool.co.uk/fifthfacade

Carl Kammerling has launched its exciting new Fusion 21 trade promotion running until 28 May 2021 - offering retailers fantastic savings on more than 150
products from all CKI brands including: C.K, C.K Magma, C.K Classic, Avit and
Kasp. This great selection of products includes proven sellers, core items, new
innovative product launches and great value range deals - all for just a low initial
order. Product incentives are available for customers who wish to commit more
to the promotion initially, and any of the range deals. This unrivalled package
provides customers who sign up with a superb incremental profit opportunity, as
well as high margins and great discounts.
Additional opportunities within Fusion 2021 include a number of Counterbox
promotions, and a brilliant range of Added Value packs which provide additional
items as FREE.
Retailers who sign up to Fusion21 also benefit from an excellent sell out
package, which includes: Eye-catching Counter Mats and Price Stickers, designed
to drive sales. A brand new product brochure features all the brands and
products available in Fusion 21, with a handy content index for quick and easy
product selection. Digital consumer brochures can be downloaded using QR
codes on printed countermats and shelf wobblers. A social media campaign will
also figure strongly during the promotion to further increase sales.

 www.rockwool.co.uk/fifthfacade

 www.carlkammerling.com
 sales@cki.uk.com
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SERVO GROUP APPOINTS ITS FIRST CEO
The Leeds-based multi-service provider has appointed its first CEO, as it forecasts a £20
million turnover in the next two years. Servo Group, which looks set to hit a £12 million
turnover this year, just seven years after its inception, has appointed Andrew Mcallion as
its CEO as it prepares to undergo rapid expansion and take on more employees.
Mcallion has been Accounts Director for Servo Group, which has over 800 operatives
working nationwide across its divisions, for the past two years. Previously he has held
senior leadership roles in Operations at Comandulli, and Breton Machinery.
In his new role, Mcallion will guide Servo to its next phase of growth, ensuring it's ready to meet
mandatory audit requirements, and possibly steering the company towards flotation in the next few years.

KNIGHT FRANK HIRES MD TO LEAD EXPANDED FM OFFERING
Global real estate advisor, Knight Frank, has appointed Anthony Watson to head a newly expanded
PROMISE facilities management business.
PROMISE, the wholly owned subsidiary of Knight Frank LLP which previously provided facilities
management and a range of consultancy services for a national portfolio of commercial
assets across the UK, will now be amalgamated under a single Management Board. The
combined business will have over 300 staff and operate across Knight Frank’s network
10 regional offices, sitting alongside Knight Frank’s Property Asset Management team.
The new structure will allow Knight Frank’s PROMISE business to share expertise and
offer the latest technology and property management services across both residential
and commercial assets for the first time. The move comes as landlords are increasingly focused on the
workplace or residential experience for their occupiers and the levels of customer service they deliver.
Watson will lead PROMISE as Managing Director, having been a Director and Head of Design for
Management for commercial assets at Knight Frank since 2016. Watson was a senior manager in the
hotel industry before moving into property management.

ENGIE’S CEO TO CHAIR CBI’S PUBLIC
SECTOR PARTNERS COUNCIL
Nicola Lovett, ENGIE
UK & Ireland’s CEO,
has been appointed as
chair of the CBI’s Public
Sector Partners Council
(PSPC) – a CBI standing
committee.
In her role, Lovett will
help guide the CBI’s work
on issues related to the
delivery of public services
and infrastructure, and
public-private partnerships more broadly.
Established in 2018, the PSPC acts as the CBI’s most
senior consultation and steering body for work on
issues related to the delivery of public services and
infrastructure, and public-private partnerships more
broadly.
The appointment comes as the UK’s COVID
pandemic response highlights what can be achieved
when business and government work together in the
national interest.
Business has proved an essential partner – assisting
the NHS and other public services – from fitting out
Nightingale hospitals in a matter of days, through to
developing and delivering life-saving vaccines.
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BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS
I

Louie-Mae Gibson, Estate Director and Operations Board Member for Business balance at Knight
Frank Promise (KFP) focusing on Women in Business, is using her considerable experience to
fulﬁl a commitment to advancing the opportunities for women in property and FM

t’s been estimated that men outnumber
women by nine to one in facilities management
leadership roles. Louie-Mae Gibson, Estate
Director and an Operations Board Member for
Business balance at Knight Frank Promise (KFP)
which specialises in the property and facilities
management of residential properties, believes that
the way to combat this shortfall is to take a complete
lifecycle approach, from recruitment to training and
mentoring, through to encouraging women who
succeed in FM to put something back by mentoring
others.
Gibson began her career in the army, moved into
management consultancy after leaving the services
and subsequently took on HR, operational and
project management roles before moving to KFP
in 2019. She advocates that the way to break the
barriers to recruiting women into property roles
begins at the application stage. In KFP they are
breaking the trend and taking a refreshing and fully
supportive approach to initiatives that bring about
gender balance.
She says: “I strongly believe that people follow
their natural behaviours and they tend to employ
people that are like them, so if you've got heads of
department who are all men, they will follow their
behavioural traits. This is why effecting change from

LATEST JOBS ON FMJ
 SENIOR FACILITIES MANAGER
Salary: £60000.00 per annum
Location: Manchester
https://bit.ly/3uOpVyo
 HEAD OF FM SERVICES
Salary: Up to £60,000 + £5,000 car allowance
Location: Derbyshire
https://bit.ly/2PsZlKY
 CAMPUS SERVICES MANAGER
Salary: £40,322 - £49,553 per annum
Location: Nottingham
https://bit.ly/383hYvi
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the top is crucial and it’s important to get men on
board with this process. It is not ‘man bashing’ but
rather acknowledging that you’re never going to get
anything done if you don’t address the structural set
up from the top down.
“We are the only all-female team in my area and
when we recruit for roles it is a case of looking at skills
and advising that your core skills may be considered
more ‘female’, such as admin or supportive roles.
But don't just think that you are confined to those
positions, you can aim for fee generating roles.
“Being in FM is not about going on a building site
with digger boots, it’s been estimated that 87 per
cent of the role is desk-based so you're not going
to be digging up a field. Unfortunately, if you go to
recruitment fairs and you look at the stands, they’re
often heavily represented by males so the sector
needs to begin by getting recruiters on board that
aim to get women to turn up at fairs as a school
leaver, graduate or someone who is transferring
from another industry who is interested in moving
into FM.”
When it comes to the actual recruitment process
she says: “Eradicating tick box qualifications is
key – you don’t need to scroll through and look for
engineering degrees, because in the main, you don’t
need one for an FM role. Instead ask, what is critical
for that role? Once you look at the soft skills and ask
questions like, ‘have you taken a leadership role?’
that flips it to a heavier pool of candidate and opens
up a wider influx of female applicants that could do
the job.
“The KFP operations board is currently 70 per
cent female, and we’ve rolled out a blind CV process
where you take off the candidate’s name and any
pronouns to nullify any unconscious bias. This way
you know the people you interview are the best
people going forward and it helps to flip recruitment
on its head.”

MENTORING MIX
Mentoring is another important part of the mix.
Gibson mentors in a variety of ways, both across
different sectors via Women in Business, and on the
property side with Agents Together which offers
the sector resources and tools to support their
professional growth.
She explains: “With mentoring I might give a
woman help with the technical side of the role or
a steer to a particular legal requirement. I don’t
know her boss, her business or her client but my

help should take away the fear factor for her as I’m
completely removed and have no impact on her job.
I am just there to give help and advice. In this way
those being mentored can present themselves
more confidently.
“I’ve also been asked within the FM sector to
mentor other people. What is so rewarding is when
you have people you’ve mentored over the last
decade and they message you to say they’re head of
accounts, head of a property team or a development
manager. They say ‘how can I thank you? and you
say ‘you can be a mentor now too.’ It’s infectious and
people are so appreciative that they are more than
happy and keen to pay it forward.”
Mother’s often get a raw deal in terms of the career
prospects so for the future Gibson believes that
organisations need to think more creatively so that
when people with experience and knowledge come
back from maternity they’re offered even senior roles
as job share posts.
She says: “In helping to create these roles within
business we’re going to have to proactively create
these roles. Flexible working because of COVID
means that more than ever, you have positions in
the business that are attractive to those looking
for shared roles and this flexibility will encourage a
return to work and says that women’s careers can
flourish whatever their circumstances.”

INSPIRATIONS
Gibson herself has been inspired by a number of
powerful women ranging from: “Eleanor Roosevelt,
who is easily forgotten in modern day times, for the
trailblazing achievements, human rights activism,
and the embryonic systems that we take as a given
today. I also admire, respect and am in awe of ladies
like the NASA mathematicians; Kathrine Johnson,
Mary Jackson and Dorothy Vaughan. For equality,
Women in Business and educator, it has to be
Jacqueline Abbott-Deane, Director and founder of
Tactix Consultancy and One Loud Voice which aims
to mobilise and bring together the many groups
tackling the continuing barriers for women in the
UK workforce.
“Overall all though, it would always be my mum,
who, was ahead of her time, bright intelligent and
hilariously funny, who set a very high bar, and always
empowered me to do whatever I wanted to no matter
if ‘only boys do that’, or if ‘that’s a man’s job’; she was
the one that lightly said over coffee one morning,
‘why don’t you join the Army?’”

FM CAREERS - TRAINING 

ADAPTIVE LEARNING
Darren Hockley, Managing Director of eLearning provider, DeltaNet International on
ensuring your training is innovative and accessible in 2021 and beyond

not conducive to real learning, nor does
it help instill the types of behavioural
change we need to see when it comes
to reducing workplace risks and
encouraging performance.
Thankfully, the rise of learning
delivered in digital formats has meant
that companies can keep employees
on track with their learning journeys,
whether they’re office-based, working
remotely, or even on the road. Cuttingedge, cloud-based learning platforms
can help support continued learning
since they can be accessed on mobile
devices as well as traditional PCs
and laptops. Training results are then
automatically uploaded once the device
is back online.

ADAPTIVE LEARNING

It’s safe to say
that 2020 was
a challenging
year for
business.
From the
unprecedented
switch to
homeworking for millions of us to
depleted supply chains and furlough
schemes, we’ve all had to adapt
quickly to life in the pandemic just to
stay operational.
Given these dramatic shifts, it’s easy
to see how training could have fallen by
the wayside for business leaders facing
other, seemingly more fundamental
challenges. However, I would argue that
a well-trained workforce makes for a
more robust, flexible workforce, and that
continued training is, in fact, a key way
for organisations to keep up with the fast
pace of changes as we enter 2021.
Indeed, by keeping the workforce
up-to-date with the latest processes,
procedures, and best practices, you’re
helping to future-proof your business
against skills-shortages and keep it
safe. Training is paramount when it
comes to mitigating risks, increasing
the engagement of employees, and
supporting your short/long-term
business goals.

TRAINING SURVEY
In a recent survey we asked 1,000
employees across the country how
they felt about their company’s training.
The goal was to find out how much
training employees receive and their
sentiment towards this training, e.g.,
how effective and engaging it is, whether
the training achieves it goals, how it
helps employees reach their potential,
and so on.
The answers were telling, with over
40 per cent of respondents rating their
company’s training as ‘average’ or
worse. Furthermore, only one in five
employees said they felt very engaged
or enthusiastic about their company’s
training, and one third of employees
reported feeling apathetic towards it.
A quarter of respondents said they find
the repetitive nature of their mandatory
training ‘frustrating’, while others dubbed
it ‘boring’ (19 per cent), ‘long-winded’ (13
per cent) or ‘irrelevant’ (13 per cent).
As worrying as these outcomes are,
perhaps the most concerning result to
come from the survey was that almost
half (48 per cent) of all respondents said
they would look for another job due
to poor training – a testament to the
adage that good employee training is
an investment in people that businesses

cannot afford to ignore.
Given these results, it seems obvious
that workplace training isn’t always
hitting the mark when it comes to
engagement or effectiveness; a fact
that’s evermore concerning given the
crucial nature of mandatory awareness
training - essential learning like firesafety, data-protection, and equality and
diversity.

MODERN LEARNING SOLUTIONS
Businesses that have managed to stay
agile and successfully adapt to various
challenges and changes over the years
have one thing in common: they never
stop learning. For employees at these
organisations, training isn't a one-time
event that (often frustratingly) interrupts
the flow of work simply to fulfil a legal
obligation. Neither is it repetitive,
regurgitating the same information year
after year in a sort of lazy ‘one size fits all’
approach.
Indeed, companies that view and treat
compliance training, or any training for
that matter, as such are far more likely to
get the type of employee feedback and
disinterest we see above – and it’s not
hard to understand why.
After all, force-feeding your employees
dull, legislatively focused learningcontent for the sake of ticking a box is

Another digital innovation, adaptive
learning removes the repetitiveness
from compliance training, by – first
diagnosing – and then targeting only
the gaps in knowledge each individual
employee needs to fill. By doing so,
it also removes a lot of ‘wasted’ time
going over information that’s either not
relevant or that the employee already
has awareness and understanding of.
As well as showing you value your
employee’s time and knowledge,
adaptive learning doesn’t subject
employees to the same learning content
year after year either. Rather, the AI
leveraging modern learning platforms
suggests different learning styles to keep
things fresh and to suit the individual’s
personal taste and requirements (think
detailed study, immersive learning,
short-courses, or microlearning, - all
dependent upon the learner’s actual
needs and time constraints).

LEARNING IN THE FLOW OF WORK
Intelligent eLearning platforms also
have the ability to learn about specific
employees’ gaps in knowledge,
delivering training and other information
as and when it’s needed, alongside work
rather than instead of it.
This process of ‘learning in the flow
of work’ is a fairly new idea and it
recognises that for learning to really
happen, it must fit around and align
itself to working days and working
lives. Rather than think of corporate
learning as a destination, then, it’s now
something we can access ‘on demand’.
In this way, it can bridge the gap
between learning and doing.
MARCH 2021
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FM is known to be a career that people fall into
from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ

Name: James Bradley

chats to a facilities professional about how they

Current role:
Director at Churchill

got into the sector and takes a look at their
career path. This month we talk to James Bradley,

Lives: Greater London

Director at Churchill.
? What first attracted you to
working in FM, did you have much
awareness of the profession?

employees from a range of backgrounds
and I’m always considering how to keep
everyone happy, healthy and motivated.

I wasn’t particularly familiar with
FM until University when I started
researching graduate leadership
schemes, and I heard about a scheme
with a major FM company. Over the
course of phone interviews, online
assessments and in-person interviews,
I got to learn about the diversity of
brands that require FM and the variety
of work involved. That piqued my
interest and I haven’t looked back since.

? What have you found most
satisfying about working in the
sector?

? How did you progress through
the profession to your current role?
I had five placements during my
grad scheme – procurement, sales,
operations, corporate development
and a client secondment – which
afforded me a broad exposure to PLC
life. Following the end of the scheme,
I secured a full time leadership role to
deliver to an internal customer base,
which in hindsight I am particularly
grateful for, as it allowed me to develop
my skills with the safety net of it being
internal, rather than client-facing. When
I did switch to client facing work, I was
Head of Operations for our London
FM business. This leadership role was
responsible for delivering a diverse
range of FM services into major brands
such as Warner Brothers, Allianz and
Estee Lauder. I joined Churchill in early
2017 as I wanted to experience working
in a founder-led, privately-owned
organisation. I initially joined to head
up an acquisition integration and now
have a broader leadership role on the
Group board.
? What have you found the most
challenging experiences working in
FM?
The nature of the industry means that
very few projects have a start, a middle
and an end. Continuous work like this
can make it feel like you are never
completing a mission. It also raises a
challenge in how you recognise success
on an ongoing basis, for everyone
involved. We’re a people-led sector with

Without doubt, it’s the variety of
things I get to do. Right from the grad
scheme and my multiple placements
and throughout my career I’ve been
incredibly fortunate to develop wellrounded experiences and skills across
numerous sectors and disciplines.
? Are you a member of any FM
association or body and if so what
benefits do you think they provide?
I’m currently the Co-Chair of Emerging
Workplace Leaders, a group of FM and
workplace professionals. Our goal is
to create a community and platform
that enables emerging workplace
leaders to connect and accelerate their
personal & professional growth. It’s
fantastic to be part of a network outside
of my immediate work network and a
pleasure to support people at the early
stages of their careers. It’s also a great
way to promote FM as an industry. One
of the ways we do this is through the
PFM Young Leader of the Year award, of
which I’m the lead judge.
? What qualities do you think are
most needed for a successful career
in FM?
Being open-minded and peoplefocused is a must. Tied into this is
strong emotional intelligence to help
understand everyone’s point of view.
And a good eye for problem solving can
be invaluable.
? What has changed about your
job role since the COVID-19 crisis?
E.g. home working, furloughed,
redeployed?
I’ve been working from home a lot,
and as for my day-to-day work, we’ve
been spending a lot of time developing
useful tools in Mo:dus, the Churchill
digital platform. These include a COVID
symptom tracker and communications
tools that make it easier for displaced

teams to keep in touch. As a company,
we’ve inevitably dealt with a lot of
change and I believe both Churchill
and the sector have handled it well. I’m
proud we’ve collectively been able to
support our clients through these very
challenging times.
? What is your organisation
doing to ensure the wellbeing of
staff – whether working at home or
returning to the workplace?
We created a wellness centre in Mo:dus
with guides and videos for yoga
and meditation. We of course share
company-wide leadership updates, but
also recognise the importance of local
teams staying connected. I have an
espresso morning with my direct team
each week and have found the time
hugely beneficial. Often we would only
touch briefly on work and spend the
majority of the time having a chat. After
the first lockdown we supported staff in
having a physical meeting outside once
per week in a local park, for example.
As we head towards the spring we’ll be
considering how else we can support
each other once it becomes possible to
see each other in person again.
? Do you believe the pandemic has
highlighted the important role of the
FM sector and what areas do you see
as most key?
Undoubtably so. Cleaning is an obvious
example, and security officers have
been the unsung heroes – theirs has
statistically been one of the most
dangerous roles and they have done
amazing work to keep people and
premises safe. Engineering teams have
faced a challenge in keeping buildings
compliant and energy efficient. Water
management in particular has been
tough as many systems are designed
with regular, daily usage expected.
It’s vital at the best of times to keep
building occupants safe, and even more
so when the NHS is under such strain –
a major Legionnaires outbreak would
be catastrophic.

? What advice would you give to
someone coming into the profession
now?
If you’re entering FM for the first time,
try to get operational experience
working with a client early on, ideally on
an integrated account. It’s the best way
to get a feel for how everything works. If
you choose to specialise too early you
may not have the chance to develop
this broad understanding.
? Which of your achievements
are you most proud of during your
career?
I actually won the aforementioned PFM
Young Leader of the Year award in 2015.
It was very humbling, and I had been
nominated by my managing director at
the time, which was great recognition.
? What do you predict could be the
main changes to the FM sector post
pandemic?
I foresee two major changes. The first
is how we will deliver our services to
people. I can see a hub and spoke
model developing. For example, big
shopping centres may address retail
struggles by integrating office space
and areas for corporate collaboration
(and good coffee), almost becoming
a micro-city. These local-economies
could spring up across the country
and enable a regional rebalance of
where money is earned and spent.
The second change is how the sector
address inequality. The pandemic has
shone a light on social inequalities
and the sector is in a great position to
address this thanks to the diversity of
our work, roles and people. We can
use our connections across numerous
industries to influence and enact
change at businesses of all sizes. We
can also have a direct impact by offering
routes into FM. There may be people
with 20+ years of experience in a sector
who have lost their jobs because of the
pandemic and may not realise that FM
is a viable option.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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